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S H O R T  T A K E S

Fire On Siachen,  
Army Captain Killed

An Army officer was killed 
while three soldiers were 
injured in a fire incident in the 

Siachen glacier in the early hours of 
Wednesday, officials said.
The incident took place at the 
Siachen glacier at around 3 am on 
Wednesday, the officials said.
They said four Army personnel 
suffered injuries in the incident.
While the Army’s Regimental Medical 
Officer, Captain Anshuman Singh, 
succumbed to serious burn injuries, 
three other More on P6

Bomb Scare  
In Samba

Traffic on the Jammu-
Pathankot National Highway 
was suspended for over an 

hour following the detection of a 
suspicious bag outside an Army 
camp in Jammu and Kashmir’s 
Samba district on Wednesday, 
officials said. The black bag was 
found in the afternoon lying below a 
highway flyover at Maheshwar.
Army and police personnel cordoned 
off the area and a bomb disposal 
squad was called in to check the bag, 
forcing suspension More on P6

B’mulla Gets Anti-Eve 
Teasing Squad

In order to provide a secured 
atmosphere to female citizens and 
to take action against eve teasers 

and other anti-social elements, police 
in Baramulla town established an 
‘Anti-Eve Teasing Squad’.
The squad will be deployed outside 
Govt Degree College for Women & 
Government Girls Higher Secondary 
School Baramulla, a police 
spokesperson said Wednesday.
He said that the female citizens can 
approach this squad for any issue 
and to report any More on P6

Bank Manager,  
Clerk Chargesheeted 
In Fraud Case

The Economic Offences Wing 
of Crime Branch, Kashmir 
on Wednesday produced a 

charge-report against former Branch 
Manager and clerk of Baramulla 
Central Co-operative Bank Ltd.
The charge-sheet was produced in 
a case under FIR number 23 of 2016 
before the Court of Chief Judicial 
Magistrate, Bandipora against 
Abdul Razak Wani (the then Branch 
Manager, BCCB Branch Hajin) and 
Ghulam Ahmad Shah More on P6

15 Electrocuted To 
Death In Uttarakhand

Fifteen people were electrocuted 
and seven injured on 
Wednesday at a sewage 

treatment plant of the Namami 
Gange project on the banks of the 
Alaknanda river in Uttarakhand’s 
Chamoli district, police said.
Superintendent of Police (Chamoli) 
Pramendra Dobhal said the police 
went to the spot to prepare a report 
on the electrocution late on Tuesday 
of a person working on the project 
site. Around 11.30 am, a surge of 
electricity More on P6

Four High Courts Get 
New Chief Justices

Four judges were on Wednesday 
elevated as chief justices of 
Telangana, Orissa, Gujarat and 

Kerala high courts. Law Minister 
Arjun Ram Meghwal tweeted that 
Justice Alok Aradhe of the Karnataka 
High Court has been elevated as chief 
justice of the Telangana High Court. 
Similarly, Justice Subhasis Talapatra 
of the Orissa High Court has been 
made the chief justice in the same 
high court consequent upon the 
retirement of incumbent chief justice 
on August 7. More on P6

TERRORISTS 
FIRED UPON THREE 

OUTSIDE LABOURERS IN SHOPIAN. 

Deadly Downpour In Kathua

8 Killed As Heavy 
Rains Trigger 
Landslides

Flood Threat Looms Large Over Jammu

Traffic on the Jammu-Srinagar national highway was 
suspended, while authorities ordered the closure of schools 
in Doda and Kishtwar districts as heavy rains lashed the 

Jammu region, creating a flood-like situation at many places, 
officials said on Wednesday. They said rivers and rivulets at many 
places, especially in Kathua and Samba districts, have reached 
close to or crossed the flood alert level. The weather office has 
predicted more rains in the region. More on P6

LG For Proactive Steps 
To Increase Pvt Industrial Estates

Admin Refutes 
Reports Of Stone 
Pelting On Yatris
Observer News Service

Srinagar: The Jammu and 
Kashmir administration on 
Wednesday refuted the allega-
tions made in a video circulated 
on social media about stone pelt-
ing on the Amarnath pilgrims.

In a handout issued here 
Wednesday, an official spokes-
person said that the incident had 
happened due to the minor dis-
pute among the poniwallas them-
selves. The video, he said, has 
been created with malicious in-
tention to create division among 
communities, spread disharmony 
and disturb peaceful yatra.

“The administration has 
taken serious note of the inci-
dent and directed police to take 
strict action against those who 
are involved in the incident and 
lodge FIR against rumour mon-
gers.  Besides, the social media 
users are asked to refrain from 
spreading fake news,” he added.

The administration, the 
spokesperson said, have made 
all arrangements for the smooth 
conduct of pilgrimage to the 
cave shrine of Amarnathji.

 “The local people have been 
on forefront to More on P6

Terrorists Kill Govt Employee 
In Pulwama: Police

2 Pak Terrorists 
Killed In Machil 
Sector: Police

INDIA ALLIANCE

Complaint Filed Against 
26 Opposition Parties

Court Refuses Bail To Man Accused Of Sexual Assault

Observer News Service

Srinagar: Calling for proac-
tive steps to increase number 
of private industrial estates 
in the Union Territory, the 
Lieutenant Governor, Manoj 
Sinha on Wednesday directed 
officials to push for greater 
private investment in in-
land ports, container depots, 
and food processing units 
in order to scale up further 
infrastructure

Sinha passed these direc-
tions while chairing a high-
level meeting with senior of-
ficials to review the status of 
Industrial Investment and to 
discuss strategies on boosting 
investments in a fast-track 
mode, an official spokesper-
son said Wednesday.

The LG was briefed on in-
vestment in different sectors, 
status of Land allotment, new 
Industrial estates, recent steps 
taken by the Department to 
fast-track grounding invest-
ment, policy initiatives, pro-
moting start-ups among youth 

especially technology based 
and scalable startups and 
achievements in exports of ma-
jor products like carpets,  papier 
mache, shawls, chain stitch.

The LG directed for proac-
tive steps to increase private 
industrial estates equipped 
with necessary infrastructure.

Emphasising that the wom-
en-led enterprises will shape 
the future of J&K, Sinha said 
we must ensure their increas-
ing presence in the economy 
and designate more exclusive 
industrial estates for women 
entrepreneurs like the one 
established in Udhampur to 

facilitate women-run busi-
nesses and startups.

He also underscored that 
2023 will be the year of Agro-
Industrial revolution powered 
by the Holistic Agriculture 
Development Plan (HADP) 
and increased production in 
Agriculture & Allied Sectors 
that will offer vast opportuni-
ties to agro-industries.

In the meeting, the LG di-
rected the officials that the 
potential of new cold storage, 
cold chains must be tapped to 
ensure rapid economic growth 
flows to rural areas of UT.

In order to scale up further 

infrastructure, the LG direct-
ed officials to push for greater 
private investment in inland 
ports, container depots, food 
processing units.

Directions were also issued 
to develop a mechanism for 
regular meetings with rep-
resentatives of old industrial 
estates to resolve their issues.

Highlighting that GI Tagging 
has offered enormous poten-
tial to transform the handi-
craft sector and to boost ex-
port, Sinha said authenticity of 
products like Pashmina must 
be ensured for export. The LG 
directed More on P6

Press Trust Of India

Jammu: Eight people, includ-
ing five children, were killed 
after heavy rains triggered 
landslides and left several 
houses damaged in Jammu 
and Kashmir's Kathua district 
on Wednesday, officials said.

Kathua Deputy 
Commissioner Rakesh Minhas 
ordered an immediate ex-gra-
tia relief of Rs 50,000 to the 

kin of the deceased.
"We have eight confirmed 

deaths in rain-related inci-
dents. The administration is 
keeping a close watch on the 
flood-like situation developing 
in the district," Minhas told PTI.

Expressing condolences 
over the loss of lives, he said 
an immediate relief of Rs 
50,000 for the next of kin of 
the deceased and Rs 25,000 
to those injured More on P6

LG Grieved At Loss Of Life

Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha on Wednesday 
expressed grief over the loss of lives in house collapse 
and landslides triggered by heavy rains in Bani area of 

Kathua district.
“I am deeply saddened to learn about the tragic incident 
triggered by heavy rains in Kathua, in which a number of 
persons have lost their lives and many others are feared 
trapped under the debris. Rescue and relief More on P6

WE HAVE EIGHT CONFIRMED DEATHS in 
rain-related incidents. The administration 
is keeping a close watch on the flood-like 

situation developing in the district."

Government forces on Wednesday foiled an infiltration bid along the Line 
of control (LoC) in Kupwara district of North Kashmir, killing two Pakistani 
militants, officials said. Acting on specific intelligence regarding an 

infiltration bid by militants, Police, Army’s 14 Dogra, and BSF 140Bn launched a 
counter-infiltration operation along LoC in Machil sector of More on P6

2 Migrant 
Workers Injured In 
Anantnag Attack

Unidentified militants 
shot at and injured 
two non-local 

labourers on Tuesday in 
Jammu and Kashmir's 
Anantnag district, police 
said. The injured men were 
rushed to a hospital, where 
their condition is stated to 
be stable, they added.
"#Terrorists More on P6

Observer News Service

Srinagar: A forest department 
employee was killed and an-
other injured on Wednesday in a 
militant attack in Rajpora area of 
South Kashmir’s Pulwama dis-
trict, police said.

Imran Yousaf Wani of Chrar-
e-Sharif and Jahangir Ahmed 
Chechi of Chadoora were in-
jured when militants opened 
fire upon them near Bangender 
Bridge in Rajpora area, a police 
spokesperson said. Both the in-
jured were immediately evacu-
ated to hospital for treatment.

While Forester Chechi was 
discharged after first aid, Wani, 
who had sustained a thigh inju-
ry in the attack, was removed to 
the SMHS hospital for advanced 
treatment.

“He was brought to the hos-
pital with a bullet injury on his 
thigh. He had suffered blood 
loss too. On Wednesday eve-
ning, he succumbed to his in-
jury,” Medical Superintendent, 
SMHS, Dr Muzaffar Zargar told 
Kashmir Observer.

Soon after receiving the in-
formation of the militant attack, 
the spokesperson More on P6

Press Trust Of India

New Delhi: A complaint was 
filed at Barakhamba Road police 
station here against 26 political 
parties, accusing them of mak-
ing improper use of the name 
'INDIA' for their alliance for un-
due influence in elections and 
violating the Emblems Act, po-
lice said on Wednesday.

The complaint was filed by 
Avnish Mishra. No case has 
been registered so far, they said.

The complainant cited news 
reports that 26 political parties 
have constituted an alliance and 
have decided to name it 'INDIA', 
which is an abbreviation for 
Indian National Developmental 
Inclusive Alliance'.

He alleged it was improper 
to use the name INDIA" for "un-
due influence and personation 

at elections" by these political 
parties.

"Clearly, the aforenamed po-
litical parties have contravened 
Sec. 3 of the Emblems Act by 
using the name 'INDIA' as the 
name of their political alliance 
and hence are liable to be pun-
ished under Section 5 of the 
said Act," the complaint stated.

The Emblems and Names 
(Prevention of improper use) 
Act seeks to prevent the im-
proper use of certain emblems 
and names for professional and 
commercial purposes.

Mishra requested in his com-
plaint that police take necessary 
action against these parties.

On Tuesday, 26 opposition 
parties announced the forma-
tion of their coalition - Indian 
National Developmental 
Inclusive Alliance More on P6

M Ahmad

Srinagar: A court has refused 
bail to an accused from Jammu 
in a case under the Protection 
of Children from Sexual Offence 
(POCSO).

According to prosecution, on 
31 March 2022, a complainant 
was received from a resident of 
Baramulla, putting up in a rent-
ed house at Nowshera here, that 
her two minor daughters were 
playing in the lawn of the house 
and one person namely Amit 
Ambardar called both of them in 
his room and gave some money 
to one and sent her outside for 
purchasing some sweets. Then 
he alleged attempted to rape 
her second daughter, the pros-
ecution said.

Accordingly, a case (FIR No 
27/2022) under sections 376-AB 
IPC and section 7/8 of POCSO Act 
was registered, it said. During 
investigation, it said, the state-
ment of the victim was also 
recorded under section 164 of 
Cr.P.C. and her medical examina-
tion was also conducted. After 

the completion of investiga-
tion, the prosecution said, the 
offences under section 376-AB 
IPC and 7/8 of POCSO Act were 
“established” against Ambardar 
and a chargesheet was pre-
sented against him on 27 May 
2022.  Ambardar, a resident 
Janipur Jammu, was charged 

under section 506 IPC and 9/10 
of POCSO Act on 27 June 2022. 
Ambardar was also residing on 
ground floor in the same house 
in the girl was putting up with 
the family.

“In the instant case, the ac-
cused (Ambardar) has been 
charged for commission of of-
fence u/s 9/10 of POCSO Act as 
such the presumption under 
section 29 of the Act would 
stand triggered against him,” 
Court of presiding officer fast 
track court for POCSO Cases 
Srinagar, Aarti Mohan, said.

“As far as the statement of 
the victim is concerned she has 
supported her earlier statement 
recorded under section 164 
Cr.P.C and despite vigorous cross 
examination the accused has 
not been able to dislodge the 
presumption which has arisen 
against him,” the court said.

Without commenting much 
upon the evidence led so far, 
the court said, it would be suf-
ficient to say that the presump-
tion against the accused stands 
strong like a rock More on P6

IT IS SETTLED 
LAW THAT 
THE SOLITARY 

testimony of victim is 
sufficient if the same is 
found to be credible and 
no corroboration the same 
is required.”

With the old city of Srinagar in  background, a tourist couple takes a walk around Hari Parbat fort on a rainy Wednesday afternoon. KO Photo, Abid Bhat
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Ab Rasheed 
Khan

Ghulam Mohd Khan  S/o Assadullah Khan 

05-10-1984

Ghulam Mohd Khan S/o Assadullah Khan

R/O Natipora Srinagar10-07-2023

24-07-2023

nj_r

PUBLIC NOTICE
 I have applied for the issuance of Fertilizer licence under name 
& style Kashmir Fertilizer Voterpora Shopian .  If anybody hav-
ing any objection in this regard he/she may file his/her objec-
tion in the office of the Chief Agricultural Officer Shopian within 
a period of seven days from the date of publication of this no-
tice. After that no objection shal be entertained.
 Mohd Shafi Bhat 
S/o Gh Mohiuddin Bhat  fko
R/O Voterpora Shopian

Shabir Ah Bhat

Mehnoor Shabir

15-09-2015

Mehnoor Shabir D/o Shabir Ah Bhat 
R/o Danmar Sangam Sgr 08-09-2023

22-07-2023

nj

Kulsum Quyoom 

Kulsum Quyoom

06-07-1992

Ganaie Mohalla  Manigam Brein Nishat Sgr
R/o Abdul Qayoom  Bhat 04-07-2023

29-07-2023

nj

Asieya Amin 

Asieya Amin D/o Mohamad Amin Bakshi

09-04-1983

Asieya Amin D/o Mohd Amin Bakshi 
R/o Nawa Bazar Sgr13-07-2023

24-07-2023

nj

PUBLIC NOTICE
This is to inform the general public that my name and D.O.B 
has been entered on my passport bearing no.R6097448 as 
Zainab Altaf and D.O.B 12-06-2004 while my correct name 
as per matriculation certificate is Zainab Altaf Magray and 
D.O.B 12-06-2005  which is correct. Now I want to apply for its 
correction and applying for renewal of my passport. If anybody 
has any objection he/she may contact Regional Passport of-
fice Srinagar within seven days from the date of publication of 
this notice. No objection shall be entertained thereafter.
Zainab Altaf Magray 
D/ Mohammad Altaf Magray  nj

PUBLIC NOTICE 
This is for the information of general public that i lost my driving 
license bearing registration number as JK-0120090011645 
somewhere. Now i am supposed to apply for its duplicate. In 
this regard if anyone has any sort of objections he/she may 
file the same in the office of ARTO Srinagar with in the seven 
days from the date of publication of this notice. After the lapse 
considered period of time no objections shall be entertained.

Shafakat Hussain Mirza 
S/O: Altaf Hassan Mirza nj
R/O: Daulat Abad Nawpora Srinagar  

Union Territory of Jammu & Kashmir

Office Of The District Soil Conservation 
Officer Division Budgam.

NOTICE INVITING TENDERS
(E-NIT NO: 08 OF 2023-24 DATED: 15.07.2023)

For and on behalf of the Hon’ble Lt. Governor Jammu & Kashmir UT, E-Tenders are invited from approved and eligible contrac-
tor registered with J&K UT /Central Govt. Organization for the
ZONE-KHAG & DOODHGANGA
s.   
No

Name of WORK/LOCATION Adv. Cost 
(Rs. In lacs.)

Earnest  
Money  (Rs.)

Class of 
Contractor

Cost of 
Tender Docu-
ment

Time of 
Completion

1. Dewas Nalla -Soil conservation works.
i. Providing and laying of crate wire structures.  10. Nos  
ii. Protection Works by way DRSM Check Walls. 55.M3

1.93  Lacs 3900 DEE 200/- 45 days

2. Sani Darwan --Soil conservation works.
1 Renovation of Fencing .500 Rft  
ii. Construction of Nylon bags embankment. 2047-Nos  
iii. Construction of Biological structures (Cribs).4. Nos  
iv. Construction of Crate wire structures..6. Nos

2.00  Lacs 4000 DEE 200/- 45 days

The e-NIT consisting of qualifying information, el gibility criteria, specifications, bills of quantities, (B.O.Q) set of Terms & 
Conditions of contract and other details can be seen/downloaded from the Govt. Website https//jktenders.gov.in

Position of funds: budgeted Position of AA/TS: Accorded Scheme: UT CAPEX
Publishina date 17-07-2023
Download Start Date: 18-07-2023
Bid submission start Date: 18-07-2023
Bid submission End Date: 29-07-2023 UDto 6:00 PM
Date of Opening  of Bids through 31-07-2023 3:00 PM online:

01. The bids shall be deposited in electronic format on the govt, website:
02. Bids must accompany cost of tender document as shown against each work in the shape of Govt Treasury Challan Receipt 
for the amount shown against the work to be deposited in any Govt. Treasury in the U. T of Jammu & Kashmir under Account Head 
0406-Forestsand earnest money in shape of CDR/FDR pledged in favour of Asstt Conservator of Forests. Department of Soil & Water 
Conservation. District Budgam.
03. As per Rule 171 of GFR-2017, performance security shall have to be deposited by successful bidder to the order of 3% of the 
value of the contract in shape of CDR /FDR pledged Assistant Conservator of Forests Budgam before issuance of contract allotment.
04. In case the bid of lowest/successful bidder is found unbalanced then he has to produce additional performance security in the shape 
of CDR/FDR/Bank Guarantee from scheduled bank valid till completion of work before issuance allotment as per details given below:
1. Up to and including 15% below rate over advertised cost =Nil
2. Greater than 15% up to and including 20% below rate over advertised cost =5% of advertised cost in shape of CDR/FDR/ Bank 
Guarantee.
3. Greater 20% upto and including 25% below rate over advertised cost =10% of advertised cost in shape of CDR/FDR/Bank Guarantee.
4. Greater than 25% upto and including 30% below rate over advertised cost 15% of advertised cost in shape of CDR/FDR/Bank 
Guarantee.
5. Greater than 30% below rate over advertised cost 20% in shape of CDR/FDR/Bank Guarantee.
05. Bidders are advised to download bid submission manual from the "Downloads" option as well as from: Bidders Manual Kit".
06. To participate in bidding process bidders can get Digital Certificate from Govt, approved vendor.
07. The bidder(s) must submit their financial bids on line in electronic format with digital signature. No financial bid will be accepted in 
physical/hard form.
08. Bids will be opened online as per time schedule mentioned above.
09. Bidders must ensure to upload scanned copies of all necessary documents i.e. CDR valid Registration Card issued by PWD/CPWD 
duly renewed for the current year, PAN, Valid Tin registration. Treasury Challan on account of Tender Documents and CDR of Earnest 
money.
10. The Department will not be responsible for any delay in online submission of the bid due to any reason (technical or otherwise).
11. The Department shall not be held responsible for selection criteria/policy matter being adopted by the Directorate of information 
regarding publishing the NIT. In any of the newspaper under circulation.
12. The tender accepting Authority however, reserves the right to reject any or all the tenders without assigning any reason thereof.
13. All other terms and conditions shall remain same as per PWD form 25 (double leaf) and as per the detailed document.
14. The contractor shall attach the tax clearance certificates with respect to income tax and GST clearance certificate.
15. The work shall be completed strictly as per the specifications and drawings (as per annexure to NIT).
16. The quantities mentioned in the NIT are subject to increase or decrease depending on availability of funds.
17. No activity shall be undertaken by the contractor against the provision of J&K Soil & Water Conservation Act, and in case of any 
violation action under the provisions of the Act, shall be initiated against the contractor, his representative or worker if any.
18. The successful bidder shall have to furnish the test check certificate of material to be utilized at his own cost from NIT Budgam.

Sd/-
Assistant Conservator of Forests 

District Budgam
No: SCB/NIT/2023-24/210-15
DIPK-5390/23    Dated: 19-07-2023

Office Of The Superintending Engineer, Procurement, 
Jammu Power Distribution Corporation Limited , Jammu,  

RAIL HEAD, NARWAL, JAMMU, J&K PIN -180012

PHONE NO. 0191-2473402 TELEFAX- 0191-2472350
e-mail: epc1jmu@gmail.com

                   No: SE/PRJ/TS/1010   
      Dated: 19-07-2023

NOTICE INVITING e-TENDER
e- NIT NO. SE/PRJ/28/2023-24

Dated: 19-07-2023
   
For and on behalf of Lt. Governor of UT of Jammu & Kashmir, Superintending Engineer, Pro-
curement, JPDCL, Jammu invites online e-bids from original Govt. registered manufacturers 
for supply of material as under for the requirement of JPDCL:

NIT No. SE/PRJ/28/2023-24 dated  19-07-2023

Description of Material & Quantity (In Kms.) Purchase of 70sqmm HT (11KV) & 70sqmm LT  
(1100V) XLPE Insulated Aerial Bunched Cable 
with Bare Messenger Wire.   
i)  HT A  B Cable 70sqmm – 35Kms       
ii) LT AB Cable 70sqmm   - 100Kms

Detailed NIT maybe downloaded from the website http://jktenders.gov.in upto 16th of 
August 2023 till 12:00 Hrs. The tender shall be accepted through online mode only. In case, the 
tender process does not get completed due to any reason, no corrigendum will be published 
in the newspapers. The details regarding corrigendum may be seen on the above mentioned 
website.
    
        sd/-
      Superintending Engineer,
        Procurement, JPDCL
  DIPK-NB-2103/23  dated 19-07-2023 Jammu 

GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR
JAMMU AND KASHMIR SERVICES SELECTION BOARD (JKSSB)

CPO Chowk, Panjtirthi, Jammu / Zamzam Complex Rambagh Srinagar.
www.jkssb.nic.in

Subject:  Document Verification of candidates falling under consideration zone for the post of Driver 
/ Driver Grade-II / Tractor Driver of different departments, District Cadres / Divisional Cadres / UT Cadre, 
advertised vide Advertisement Notification No. 04 of 2020, Item Nos. 64, 70, 77, 78, 105, 111, 112, No. 05 
of 2020, Item Nos. 126, 129, 164, No. 06 of 2020, Item Nos. 209, 233, No. 07 of 2020, Item Nos. 247, 248, 
249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 304, 314, 324, No. 01 of 2021, Item Nos. 21, 32, 35, 47, 59, 68, 75, 80, 84, 
88, 92, 95, 98, 107, 116, 120, 125, 131, 135, 140, 144, 146, 147, 149, 153, No. 02 of 2021, Item Nos. 182, 184, 230, 
263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 413, 418, 422, 425, 427, 431, 433, 436, 439, 442, 448, 451, 454, 
461, 463, 467, 470, 474, 478, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, No. 
03 of 2021, Item Nos. 603, 607 & 608 – provision of supplementary date - thereof.  

NOTIFICATION

All such candidates who were falling under consideration zone and called for Document Verification for 
the posts of Driver / Driver Grade-II / Tractor Driver of different departments, District Cadres / Divisional 
Cadres / UT Cadre, advertised vide Advertisement Notification No. 04 of 2020, 05 of 2020, 06 of 2020, 
07 of 2020, 01 of 2021, 02 of 2021 & 03 of 2021, under various Item No.s, vide this office Notification 
No. JKSSB-COE0EXAM(UT)/48/2023-03 (7207093), dated: 04-07-2023, but could not appear before 
the Document Verification Committee(s) w.e.f. 10-07-2023 to 14-07-2023, due to various reasons, are 
hereby given last and final opportunity to appear before the Document Verification Committee(s) on 
25-07-2023at Jammu and Kashmir Services Selection Board, Central Office, CPO Chowk, Panjtirthi, 
Jammu(Jammu based candidates) and at JKSSB Central Office, ZamZam Building, Rambagh, Srinagar 
(Kashmir based Candidates) at 11:00 AM sharp, failing which no claim in this regard shall be entertained 
at any stage. 
Further, such candidates shall also submit their preferences in offline mode, before the Document Verifi-
cation Committee(s) at the time of Document Verification, if not filled through online link.
 Sd/-

(Reyaz Ahmad Malik) JKAS
Controller of Examinations 

J&K Services Selection Board 
No.: JKSSB-COE0EXAM(UT)/48/2023-03 (7207093)
DIPK-5391/23  
Dated:19.07.2023

Name Change In Electricity Connection

This Is To Inform General Public That Inisar Ahmad Sofi Son-
In-Law Anwar Shah R/O Petrol Pump Ishmuqam, Bijbehara 
Want To Change The Electricity Connection
Vide Consumer Id No:-0209020000647 Div Bijbehara Sub Di-
vision Aishmuqam In The Name Of My Son Shehzad Mohmad 
Sofi.
In This Regard Anybody Have Any Objection Please Contact 
Assistant Exeutive Engineer Pdd Division Bijbehara Sub Divi-
sion Aishmuqam Within 7 Days From The Publication Of This 
Notice.

Nisar Ahmad Sofi
INF

Babies Found To Enjoy Live Music More Than Watching Recorded Music Events
Press Trust Of India

Babies watching a live baby opera 
were significantly more engaged 
and their heart rates more in sync 
than those watching a recording of 

the same show identical to the live version, 
researchers have found.

The findings suggested that babies too 
feel the impact of being at a live show, 
through both musicians' interactions 
with an audience and the social experi-
ence of being in a crowd, the study from 

the University of Toronto Scarborough, 
Canada, said.

Baby opera is an online mash-up of ani-
mation and live-action performances made 
especially for under four year olds.

"It speaks to the shared experience," 
said Laura Cirelli, assistant professor in the 
department of psychology and co-author of 
the study published in the journal Psychol-
ogy of Aesthetics, Creativity and the Arts.

"Their heart rates were speeding up and 
slowing down in a similar fashion to other 
babies watching the show.

"Those babies were dealing with all 
these distractions in the concert hall, but 
still had these uninterrupted bursts of at-
tention," she said, recalls moments when 
a calm would sweep over the babies, and 
other times when a change in pitch or vocal 
riff would excite them all.

Socialisation is known to be crucial dur-
ing childhood development as the infant's 
brain is laying the groundwork for future 
life skills and abilities as it grows.

Cirelli says music can play a powerful 
part in making those important bonds.

"This audience study shows that even in 
a community context, infants are engaging 
with the music and connecting to their fel-
low audience members," she said.

The researchers examined the respons-
es of 120 babies aged six to 14 months as 
they watched a children's opera performed 
at a concert hall. 61 babies watched in-
person, while 59 watched a recording.

Their responses were recorded us-
ing heart monitors and tablets and then 
examined for when the babies looked at the 
stage versus when they looked away.
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This Day In History

•	 TRAFFIC POLICE : 9419993745, 01998-266686
•	 PCR: 0194-2452092,2455883
•	 PDD: 0194-2450213
•	 FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES :
            2479488,2452222,2452155
•	 CAPD: 18001807011
•	 SMC HEALTH OFFICER: 9469409081
•	 Ambulance: Kashmer EMS Service: +91 94841 00200

SHIEK UL ALAM AIRPORT: 01942303311

•	 SRINAGAR: 0194-2103259
•	 ANANTNAG: 01932-228243
•	 BARAMULLA: 0194-102029
•	 BIJBHERA: 01932-228243
•	 PAMPORE: 01933-294132
•	 PATTAN: 01954-293507
•	 QAZIGUND: 01951-296153

•	 Sgr-Jammu highway - ( Open )
•	 Mughal Road - (Open)
•	 Srinagar- Leh- (Open)

AIRPORTS

RAILWAYS

HIGHWAY STATUS

PRAYERS
FAJR 3 :54

ZUHR 12:37

ASR 5: 34

Magrib 7:43
ISHA 9: 19

•	 1933 -  In London, 500,000 march against anti-
Semitism

•	 1943 -  US Joint Chiefs of Staff question Admiral 
Chester Nimitz over the landing on Gilbert Island

•	 1944 -  US invades Japanese-occupied Guam
•	 1944 -  Adolf Hitler survives an assassination attempt 

led by German army officer Claus Von Stauffenberg
•	 1947 -  1st political action of Netherlands Army on Java 

and Sumatra
•	 1949 -  Israel's 19 month war of independence ends
•	 1953 - USSR/Israel recover diplomatic relations
•	 1953  - The United Nations Economic and Social Council 

votes to make UNICEF a permanent agency
•	 1954  - Armistice for Indo-China signed, Vietnam 

separates into North and South
•	 1956  - France recognizes Tunisian independence
•	 1956  - Great Britain refuses to lend Egypt money to 

build Aswan Dam
•	 1958  - King Hussein of Jordan breaks off diplomatic 

relations with UAR
•	 1960 - Sirima Bandaranaike becomes 1st female 

premier of Ceylon 
•	  1960 - USSR recovered 2 dogs; 1st living organisms to 

return from space 
•	  1962 - France & Tunisia recover diplomatic relations 
•	  1969 - 1st Moon Landing: Neil Armstrong and Buzz 

Aldrin from Apollo 11, 530 million watch live global 
broadcast 

•	  1975 - India expels three reporters from The Times, The 
Daily Telegraph, and Newsweek because they refused 
to sign a pledge to abide by government censorship. 

•	  1976 - US Viking 1 lands on Mars at Chryse Planitia, 1st 
Martian landing 

•	  1976 - Vietnam War: The US military completes its 
troop withdrawal from Thailand. 

•	 1977 - The Central Intelligence Agency releases 
documents under the Freedom of Information Act 

HIJRI 
CALENDAR

01 Muharram
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From KO Archives

JKAP man on killing spree

Kills SHO, driver; 
wounds DSP
Observer News Service

S
RINAGAR - A station house officer (SHO) of the Kashmir 
police and an SRTC driver were killed and a deputy su-
perintendent of police injured when a member of the J&K 
Armed Police opened indiscriminate fire on his superiors 

near, the Deshnami Akhara building on the Budshah Chowk 
here this morning.

A member of the J&K Armed Police (JKAP) opened unpro-
voked fire on his officers who were overseeing security arrange-
ments for the departure of the Chari Mubarak (Holy Mac.o) from 
the Deshnami Akhara at around 8 this morning, the ONS said.

The station house officer of the Maisuma police 
station,Ghulam Nabi Parray, and an SRTC driver, Basheer 
Ahmad Khan, were killed on the spot, and the deputy superin-
tendent of police '(DSP) for security, Ghulam Jeelani Baba, was 
injured. The driver was present at the scene in connection with 
yatra duty.

The injured DSP was rushed to the SMHS hospital where 
doctors referred him to the SKIMS. His condition was reported 
to be serious.

The attacker, Kabeer Singh of the 9 Bn JKAP, hailing from 
Udhampur, was immediately taken into custody.

He had fired 23 rounds from his service carbine, and only 
five bullets were found in the magazine after the attack. The 
attack was deliberate, and the DSP was the actual-target, the 
CNS quoted sources as having said. A criminal case has been 
registered by the police.   .

Heartrending scenes were' witnessed as the body of the slain 
driver arrived home in Gurgari Mohalla, Nawab Bazaar. The 
driver was a father of five children, four of them girls, and the 
sole earning hand of the family.

 (Kashmir Observer, 20 July, 2005)

Holding an umbrella, man rides  a bicycle in Srinagar amid 
heavy downpour on Wednesday. KO Photo, Abid Bhat

Heavy Rainfall Inundates 
Ground Floors Of Several 
Houses In Rajouri Kadal

Lalit Suri Hospitality Group 
Launches ‘Shree Anna’
Healthy Millet Menu Aimed To Support PM’s Millet Mission In India
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EXTENSION NOTICE FOR ADMISSIONS 2023 
It is notified for information of all the concerned that the last date for submission of 
online Application Forms for admission to various Undergraduate/ Postgraduate/ 
Integrated and B. Tech Lateral Entry Programmes 2023 notified vide Admission 
Notification No. 01 of 2023 Dated: 29-05-2023 has been extended up to 24th of July, 
2023. The candidates can apply online for the aforesaid academic programmes by 
following the link https://admission.iust.ac.in/Account/Login. 
In case of candidates who have already registered/ applied online on IUST website, they 
need to update the CUET UG score (if applicable) through the admission login page 
under (Update CUET UG Score) tab by or before 24th of July, 2023.  
Non (CUET/ CMAT/ MAT) Candidates: The candidates who have not applied for CUET 
(UG) / CUET (PG), CMAT/ MAT 2023 can also apply provisionally. In case the number of 
applicants who have appeared in CUET (UG)-2023/ CUET (PG)-2023/ CMAT/ MAT 2023 is 
less, the selection for the vacant/ remaining seats shall be made on the basis of University 
Entrance Test or percentage of marks in the qualifying examination, which shall be 
decided later. The other terms and conditions shall remain same as notified vide 
Admission Notification No. 01 of 2023 Dated: 29-05-2023. Queries, if any, can be made on 
EPABX: 01933-247252 Phone: 9858306455/ 9906400789 Email ID: admissions@iust.ac.in 
No: IUST/DAA-Acad/23/1405                                                                                         Sd/- 
 Dated:  18-07-2023                                                          Deputy  R eg istr ar  Ac ad em ic s  

DIPK-NB-2082/23 dated: 09-07-2023

Government of Jammu and Kashmir

Directorate of Horticulture, Kashmir, 
Rajbagh Srinagar

Tele-fax: 0194-2311287/ 2311484

Subject: Final Selection list of Candidates for the post of 
Horticulture Technician Grade-IV (HTG-IV)- submission of 
verification rolls thereof.

Ref:- Administrative Department's letter No.Horti-NG/3/2021-34007 
dated.14-07-2023.

The Candidates who have been selected/recommended by the J&K Service Board vide 
notification No. JKSSB-SDOSECY(IMU)/2/2023-01(E-7166430) dated. 23.06.2023, 
under item No.690, 691, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 967, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703, 
704, 705, 706, 707,708 & 709 received under Administrative Department's letter 
referred to above, for the post of Horticulture Technician Grade-IV (District Cadre) 
in the Department of Horticulture, Kashmir are hereby directed/informed to submit 
email IDs and contact Number details in the Directorate of Horticulture Kashmir 
in person or on email ID Kashmirhorticulture@qmail.com within a period of 21 days 
positively for uploading the same on the Employee Verification System (EVS), failing 
which it shall be presumed that they are not willing to take-up their appointment as 
HTG-IV in the Department

DIPK-5359/23 
   dated: 19-07-2023 Sd/-

(Shafiqa Khalid)
Deputy Director Central

Observer News Service

Srinagar: The Lalit Suri Hospital-
ity Group, one of India's leading 
hospitality brands, on Wednesday 
launched ‘Shree Anna’ - a pan In-
dia promotion of India's millets, at 
all The Lalit properties across the 
country, including The Lalit Suri 
Hospitality School and Subros.

In Srinagar, the launch event 
was held at The Lalit Grand Pal-
ace, overlooking the famous Dal 
Lake. The event was attended by 
Lieutenant Governor’s Advisor 
RR Bhatnagar, his wife Dr Manu 
Bhatnagar, Additional Deputy 
Commissioner Srinagar, Dr Syed 
Haneef Balkhi, and other promi-
nent personalities in the city.

The United Nations has de-
clared 2023 as the International 
Year of Millets. In support of In-
dia’s Millet Mission and under 
the visionary leadership of our 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, 
the Lalit Suri Hospitality Group 
launched ‘Shree Anna’

Millets, a home grown crop 
with diverse varieties, are being 
promoted by The Lalit Group for 
their exceptional nutritional val-
ue and versatility, a group spokes-
man said.

This promotion aims to raise 
awareness about millets, their 
health benefits, and their impor-
tance in supporting the liveli-
hoods of farmers, he added.

At The Lalit, the event kicked 
off with an address by the chief 
guest, who explained the concept 
and significance of the event. 
Guests were treated to a sumptu-
ous plated meal featuring a vari-
ety of millet-based dishes.

Media interactions took 
place after the meal, providing 

an opportunity to learn more 
about the health benefits and 
versatility of millets.

To commemorate the occa-
sion, each guest received a box of 
home-made ragi cookies, along 
with a booklet highlighting the 
health benefits and origins of 
millets. Following the launch 
event, the Healthy Millet Menu 
will be available for a month at 
all The Lalit outlets across India, 
including 24/7, Oko, and Balu-
chi. Each city's executive chef 
will play a pivotal role in show-
casing the menu.

"The Healthy Millet Menu is 
a celebration of the rich culinary 
and agricultural heritage of India. 
Millets are not only packed with 
nutrients, but they also provide a 
sustainable solution that benefits 

both our well-being and the liveli-
hoods of our farmers," said Chef 
Ravi Kant, Executive Chef at The 
Lalit New Delhi.

The Healthy Millet Menu of-
fers a wide range of millet-based 
dishes that cater to different 
tastes and preferences. From Fox-
tail Millet and Barnyard Millet 
to Finger Millet and Kodo Millet, 
each variety brings its unique 
flavour and nutritional benefits. 
The menu features delectable op-
tions such as Crunchy Edamame 
and Amaranth Salad, Thai Spiced 
Infused Foxtail and Pomelo Salad, 
Crunchy Quinoa Bites and Ragi-
Idlis among others.

The Healthy Millet Menu at 
The Lalit hotels across India will 
be available for food lovers from 
July 20 to August 20.

Observer News Service

Srinagar: Heavy rains that 
lashed in parts of Kashmir 
including Srinagar this 
morning have reportedly 
damaged several houses 
in Saifudin Pora, Rajouri 
Kadal, in the old city.

The affected residents 
said the rain water sub-
merged ground floors of 
some residential houses 
in the area. They have ap-
pealed to the administration, 
particularly the municipal 
authorities, to visit the area 
and assess the extent of the 
damage to their houses.

The early morning 
rains on Wednesday re-
sulted in the submersion of 
the ground floors of sever-
al residential houses in the 
old city’s Saifudin Pora.

Distressed families 
claimed that their houses 
submerged whenever 

rains occurred. They at-
tributed the problem to the 
lack of a proper drainage 
system in the area.

They further said that 
despite repeated requests 
to the concerned authori-
ties to address the issue 
and fix the drainage sys-
tem, their pleas have fallen 
flat on deaf ears.

The residents have 
now earnestly requested 
the administration, espe-
cially the municipal au-
thorities, to send a team 
to the affected area and in-
vestigate and identify the 
root cause of this recur-
ring problem that affects 
the people here every time 
it rains.

They stressed that im-
mediate action is needed to 
find a permanent solution 
to the issue so that such 
problems are not repeated 
in the future.

Ganderbal Man Held 
For Stabbing Srinagar Youth
Majid Nabi

Srinagar: Police have ar-
rested a man from Central 
Ganderbal district, hours 
after he attacked and in-
jured a youth at Eidgah area 
of Srinagar on Wednesday.

Identified as Kaisar 
Ahmad Bhat (28), son of 
Khursheed Ahmad Bhat of 
Nagbal area in Ganderbal 
district of central Kashmir, 
the accused who is alleged 
to be a chronic stone pelter, 

was arrested for stabbing a 
youth at Eidgah Park here 
this evening.

The victim, identified 
as Kaisar Ahmad Sofi son of 
Gulzar Ahmad Sofi of Noor-
bagh Srinagar was shifted 
to Sri Maharaja Hari Singh 
(SMHS) Hospital in an in-
jured condition after being 
attacked with a knife.

Doctors treating the vic-
tim at SMHS Hospital said 
he had suffered injuries in 
the attack and is stable.

A formal case FIR No. 
99 of 2023 under sections 

323,341 and 307 of Indian 
Penal Code (IPC) was reg-
istered at police station 
Safakadal as soon as the in-
cident was brought into the 
notice of police.

The accused, who was 
on the run, was arrested 
barely three hours after 
committing the offense and 
is presently lodged at Safak-
adal police station.

Confirming the arrest, 
Srinagar police in a tweet 
said that the accused, a 

chronic stone pelter, having 
history of stone pelting has 
been arrested for stabbing a 
youth at Eidgah Park.

“One accused namely 
Kaisar Ahmad Bhat (28) S/o 
Khursheed Ahmad Bhat 
R/o Nagbal Ganderbal ar-
rested for stabbing a youth 
with a knife at Eidgah area. 
Accused has a history of 
stone pelting. Weapon of 
offense has also been recov-
ered. FIR no 99/2023 u/s 323, 
341, 307, IPC in Safakadal 
PC,” police said in a tweet.

Cop Wins Praises For Managing Traffic 
Barefoot Amid Heavy Rainfall In Srinagar  
Press Trust Of India 

Srinagar: A traffic policeman 
in Srinagar has won praise 
for managing the move-

ment of vehicles on a busy 
road here barefoot amid tor-
rential rains.A video, being 
widely shared on social me-
dia, showed the policeman 
on duty at the Gupkar Road 

intersection managing the 
traffic barefoot as he took out 
his shoes and socks due to 
the water logging in the area 
as heavy rains lashed many 
parts of the Valley.
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'INDIA' Challenge

M
ore than two dozen opposition parties have 
come together to form an alliance named 
"INDIA" with the aim of challenging the 
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and 

its overarching leader, Prime Minister Narendra Modi, 
in 2024 general elections. The alliance, forged to safe-
guard democracy and the Constitution, vows to uphold 
the core principles that define the nation as enshrined 
in the Constitution.

The newly-formed "INDIA" represents a diverse ar-
ray of regional and national parties, which have histor-
ically been rivals  but have set aside their differences 
for a common cause: to address the pressing issues af-
fecting the country and challenge the BJP's national-
ist platform. Led by Mallikarjun Kharge, the president 
of the main opposition Congress party, the alliance 
stands for "Indian National Developmental Inclusive 
Alliance," with its primary focus being on combating 
rising prices and unemployment that have plagued the 
nation, more so after the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
early last year.

The move comes as no surprise given the growing 
discontent with the BJP's policies and the need for a 
united front to counter the ruling party's dominance. 
Despite the BJP's formidable position in Lok Sabha 
with 301 out of 542 seats, the opposition parties believe 
that a collective effort can make a significant impact in 
the 2024 elections.

Prime Minister Modi and the BJP, on the other 
hand, have been quick to criticize the alliance mem-
bers, dismissing them as opportunists and corrupt 
individuals trying to salvage their political careers. 
Modi addressed a gathering of the National Demo-
cratic Alliance (NDA) to commemorate its 25th anni-
versary and stressed the significance of positive alli-
ances, subtly questioning the motivations behind the 
"INDIA" alliance.

As the "INDIA" grouping moves forward, it plans 
to create a coordination panel and name a convenor 
to further streamline its efforts. One challenge the al-
liance will face is deciding on the allocation of seats for 
each party to contest one-on-one against the BJP. A suc-
cessful seat-sharing will be critical in maximizing their 
chances of victory in the national elections.

The BJP's decision to revive the NDA in response 
to the growing unity among the opposition parties is 
a testament to the importance of the "INDIA" alliance. 
With the prospect of a third term on the horizon, the 
BJP is leaving no stone unturned to secure its position. 
However, the opposition remains undeterred, arguing 
that the BJP's divisive tactics have polarized the na-
tion, while their collaborative approach aims to unite 
the people of India under a common vision. That said, it 
will be a big challenge to keep the alliance steady until 
2024, considering the BJP is no easy opponent. And crit-
ical to the opposition challenge will not be an alterna-
tive agenda but also an alternative political narrative. 

O T H E R  O P I N O N

Taxing OTT players is 
not a good idea  

I
t is a fact that the advent of applications such as What-
sApp has impacted telecom operators’ revenues from 
traditional voice calls and SMS services. But their share 
of the revenue from data usage has grown by more than 

10 times from 8.10 per cent in the quarter ending June 2013 to 
85.1 per cent in December 2022, largely driven by OTT appli-
cations that are available for no cost to users. If OTT players 
are asked to pay a licence fee, their services may no longer 
be available for free. This will have a cascading effect on us-
age which in turn will hit data consumption, impacting the 
revenues of the telecom operators, leaving them with lower 
cash flows to reinvest in network rollouts.

Instead of imposing licensing fees and introducing new 
regulations for OTT players, the Centre should relax the reg-
ulatory conditions for telecom operators if it really wants to 
level the playing field. For example, the licence fees and other 
levies for telecom players can be brought down to just 1 per 
cent to cover administrative costs. As for the need to make OTT 
players comply with national security requirements, there are 
various provisions under the IT Rules that already make it 
mandatory for all OTT players to provide access to user data. 
The new Personal Data Protection Bill also gives unrestricted 
access to the Centre when it comes to national security.

The TRAI’s other proposal to ban specific OTT applica-
tions during a public emergency also needs to be thought 
through. TRAI’s consultation paper follows a report by the 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Communication 
and Information Technology in 2021. It observed that since 
a complete shutdown of telecom services/ internet affects 
the people in many ways, the Centre should explore if it 
was technically possible to shut down only those services 
in areas likely to be used by terrorist/anti-social elements. 
However, the DoT has acknowledged that services hosted on 
the cloud are difficult to ban selectively since they operate 
from multiple locations in multiple countries. Even if OTT 
players are asked to set up local cloud servers, it could lead 
to an invasion of user privacy because they will be forced to 
share their location and IP addresses with the OTT player. 
The Centre should move ahead with care.

The Hindu Business Line 
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I
n today's fast-paced and ever-
changing world, the importance 
of discipline cannot be empha-
sized enough. Discipline is a vir-

tue that not only shapes individuals 
but also plays a pivotal role in the 
progress and well-being of society as 
a whole. It is the cornerstone of per-
sonal growth, professional success, 
and societal harmony.

At an individual level, discipline 
cultivates self-control and the ability 
to make responsible choices. It em-
powers us to set goals, work diligent-
ly towards achieving them, and over-
come obstacles with determination. 
By practicing discipline in our daily 
lives, we develop good habits and 
time management skills, allowing 

us to optimize our productivity and 
reach our fullest potential. Whether 
in education, career, or relation-
ships, discipline fosters excellence 
and resilience, enabling us to thrive 
even in the face of adversity.

Moreover, discipline is essential 
for maintaining a healthy and bal-
anced lifestyle. It encourages us to 
prioritize our physical and mental 
well-being by adhering to regular 
exercise routines, healthy eating 
habits, and adequate rest. By avoid-
ing impulsive behaviors and tempta-
tions, discipline helps us steer clear 
of harmful substances and vices that 
can have detrimental effects on our 
health and social life.

On a broader scale, discipline plays 

a critical role in shaping a cohesive 
and progressive society. A disciplined 
society is characterized by respect 
for laws, norms, and cultural values. 
When individuals exercise restraint 
and act responsibly, it fosters a sense 
of trust and security within communi-
ties. This, in turn, strengthens social 
bonds and promotes harmony among 
people from diverse backgrounds.

Discipline also forms the bed-
rock of economic prosperity. A dis-
ciplined workforce is more likely to 
meet deadlines, follow regulations, 
and maintain high-quality standards, 
leading to increased productivity and 
growth in industries. Additionally, 
a disciplined approach to financial 
management at both the individual 

and governmental levels helps pre-
vent economic crises and paves the 
way for sustainable development.

In conclusion, the virtues of dis-
cipline cannot be overlooked or un-
derestimated. It shapes us into bet-
ter individuals, fostering personal 
growth, and self-improvement. More-
over, discipline is crucial for build-
ing a strong and prosperous society 
by promoting unity, responsibility, 
and progress. Let us encourage the 
cultivation of discipline in our daily 
lives and appreciate its far-reaching 
impact on the well-being of ourselves 
and our communities.

Sincerely,
Shafia Hamid

4 Kashmir Observer
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Striking at Roots

S
OCIETAL TRENDS guided by the political elite have shorn
the teaching profession of its status and sanctity, turning it
into just another vocation with little to distinguish it from,
say, hawking garments on the streets. The adventurous, glam-

orous and challenging enterprise of kindling, illuminating and en-
lightening tender young minds has become a lack-lustre and
uninspiring activity devoid of its sorely-needed spirit, mainly be-
cause successive leaderships (if they deserve that name) have been
too occupied with other, more lucrative, concerns to bother about
what is the corner-stone of the well-being of a people. This has had
a direct bearing on the condition of schools and their performance.

By an ironic twist of circumstance, the teaching profession has
been for long, the last resort of the capable and the destination of
choice for those who are unable to fit in anywhere else. When the
screening process for entry into this field - on which the entire social
edifice rests - should have been highly stringent, it had largely be-
come a hit- and-trial exercise with the barest minimum regard for
talent, skill and temperament.

Having been active partners in ruining the state-run school sys-
tem, the ruling classes now abdicate all responsibility by dumping
the educational sector into the private lap. This is seen in the lavish
support to fashionable and prohibitively expensive private schools
and the mushrooming of lesser copycats who are making a finan-
cial killing in the absence of a dependable and affordable public
structure. It is nothing short of a scandal that parents should avoid
sending their wards to government schools on account of the latter’s
dismal record, and prefer seedy and crowded private options no
matter how mercenary they are.

Students cleared by the state-run school system in Kashmir
often barely make the grade in rudimentary literacy, particularly in
rural and remote areas. This is sought to be cloaked by the perfor-
mance of a handful of private schools, with no thought for the
colossal amounts spent on running a vast network of under-per-
forming institutions. Howsoever sound the system may appear on
paper, on the ground it is as rickety and run-down as the school
houses spread all over rural Kashmir chronically starved of staff and
proper equipment. Reports of under-manned schools, particularly
at the primary level, are a routine feature such areas, while insti-
tutes in the city appear to bursting at the seams with needless
staff, Schools in far-flung areas function at the sweet discretion of
their often lone teachers, and instances of just one or two tutors
handling multiple classes and hundreds of students are common.
The standards of such schools and the education they impart can
well be imagined.

The situation has been allowed to drift for far too long in the
hope that with time the growing, engineered preference for pri-
vate schools would phase the government system out of existence.
It remains to be seen how well measures taken in desperation, like
recruitments scrounged in haste,  are able to turn the tide for soci-
ety, particularly low-income, rural and agrarian classes for whom
state-run schools were the mainstay of hope.

O T H E R  O P I N I O N.....................................................................................

THE PAKISTAN women’s cricket team’s visit
to India for the World Cup has turned into

a security and logistical nightmare. First, the
team could not go to Mumbai, where its
matches were originally scheduled, after the
Shiv Sena started issuing its usual threats
against visiting Pakistani teams.

Now, hotels at the alternative venue of
Cuttack and neighbouring city
Bhubaneshwar have refused lodging to our
players out of fear.

Our cricketers now have to play this all-im-
portant tournament under virtual house ar-
rest, with their accommodation being pro-
vided at the clubhouse of the stadium in
which all their matches will be played. Every
other team will be staying in five-star hotels.

Discrimination Against Cricketers
N O  H O L D S  B A R R E D.................................................................................................
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VIEWPOINT

This discrimination is undoubtedly unfair
and puts our team at a significant disadvan-
tage. The team has been conciliatory about
its treatment but the International Cricket
Council (ICC) should take note of this.

International teams have refused to visit
Pakistan over justified security fears. It seems,
however, that if we simply put international
teams at clubhouses in stadiums and refuse
to let them go anywhere else, the security
problem would apparently be solved.

No country, of course, would accept such
conditions to play cricket in Pakistan. Yet, our
women cricketers are expected to put up with
this in India. Additionally, the final of the
tournament is supposed to be held in
Mumbai. India needs to explain how our crick-

eters will be able to stay in Mumbai in the
current climate if we reach the final.

The ICC also needs to consider if India should
be allowed to hold multi-nation tourna-
ments at a time when it can’t guarantee safety
of all players.

It is now too late to reschedule the World
Cup and our pulling out of the tournament
in protest will only heighten tensions. We
should make clear that we are only playing
under duress and that such conditions are
unacceptable if any of our sportspersons tour
India again. Instead of appeasing the anti-
Pakistan extremists, the Indian government
must ensure the safety and comfort of our
players.

-EXPRESS TRIBUNE

NILOOFAR QURESHI

Kashmir’s Fate is Just Consequential!
DEAR EDITOR,

I would like to comment on the
letter, written by one Shoaib Bhat,
Kashmir Observer, Jan 22, titled, "Who
is Responsible For LoC Killings?" I
must say to Shoaib that, you seem to
know a lot.

If it is true, there should be
investigation and appropriate action
taken against those who provoked
peace and created this environment

of mistrust. Could you also tell us who
beheaded and mutilated the bodies of
the Indian soldiers? This should not
have happened in any case.

UN roles in Kashmir has been
minimised post 1971 for India. It is
just symbolic now.

It seems that the United Nations
has not played any role in this sector
for a long time. In my view, it is more
a political point on part of both these

countries, one wanting to and the
other avoiding its role in Kashmir.

It is not in the interest of any of
two countries India and Pakistan to
indulge in any misadventure here or
anywhere.

No one should man Kargil or other
higher reaches, the rough terrain and
all this is in the extreme frigid cold
and hostile environment. The military
on both sides should be minimised but

there is something that seems to
invite and incite the elements to
Kashmir. It is part of the history of the
sub-continent.

We need to overcome it for our
eternal peace. Unfortunately,
Kashmir's fate is just consequential!

Shoaib, keep writing and stay safe.
Khuda Hafez!

-VORSHAL
Via: email

FOR THOSE WHO HAD
PLACED THEIR BETS ON
‘AMAN KI ASHA’, 2013 HAS
CERTAINLY BROUGHT
BAD NEWS. BUT AREN’T
THEY THEMSELVES TO BE
BLAMED FOR EXPECTING
THE IMPOSSIBLE?

A LONG WAY TO GO

EXPECTING THAT the
venom of hatred infused
into their people over the
years by the leaders on
both sides could easily

and quickly be remedied merely by
the antidote of ‘Confidence Build-
ing Measures’ (CBMs) while they
themselves  continue to foster an en-
vironment of mutual mistrust!

The reaction of New Delhi and
Islamabad to the recent incidents on
the LoC serves as a grim reminder
that the basic philosophy of ‘build-
ing bridges’ through CBM initiatives
by increasing ‘people to people’ con-
tact is flawed.

Flawed, not because the concept
in itself is wrong, but because the
leaders themselves don’t seem to be
interested in setting an example by
displaying confidence in each other.
Though, both countries are now
showing some sanity in their deal-
ings, the damage done to the pre-
carious bilateral relationship between
the two by irresponsible statements
like “there can be no business as
usual” and “war mongering” has

undone whatever little may have
been achieved by the CBMs.

However, despite both sides re-
iterating that the bilateral ties had not
been derailed, the recent turn of
events suggest otherwise. New
Delhi, suddenly like a bolt out of the
blue, raked up the
issue of the rel-
evance of the UN
Military Observer
G r o u p
(UNMOGIP) on
the LoC in Jammu
and Kashmir.

Declaring that
“UNMOGIP’s role
has been over-
taken by the
Shimla Agreement
of 1972 between
India and Paki-
stan, signed by
the Heads of the
two governments
and ratified by
their respective
parliaments,” the
Indian representa-
tive suggested its
termination.

As expected,
Pakistan strongly
denounced New
Delhi’s contention
by saying that no
bilateral agree-
ment between the
two nations had
“overtaken or affected” the role or
legality of the UNMOGIP.

New Delhi initiated the
UNMOGIP debate under the garb of
better spending of resources allo-

cated for the Observer Group else-
where in difficult economic times.

However, as expected, this
‘noble’ proposition with fiscal import
failed to cut any ice as the issue un-
der discussion was an open debate
on peacekeeping and not on auster-

ity measures.
Why New

Delhi decided to
deviate from its
age-old policy of
‘letting the sleep-
ing dogs lie’ to
bring up the
UNMOGIP issue
and the timing it
chose to do so,
defies compre-
hension.  So,
while nothing
came out of this
debate, old
wounds were re-
opened and
normalisation of
the bilateral ties
between New
Delhi and
Islamabad has
taken yet another
body blow.

Islamabad too
seems to be itch-
ing for a chance
to ‘take on’ New
Delhi. Just a day
after the Jamaat-
ud-Dawa Chief,

Hafiz Saeed offered ‘asylum’ to
Bollywood star Sharukh Khan, Paki-
stani Interior Minister Rehman Malik
too joined in by saying that though
Sharukh Khan “is a born Indian and

he would like to remain Indian, but I
will request the government of India
(to) please provide him security.”

Not content with his ‘request’ to
the Government of India, Malik went
on to appeal to the Indian public that,
“I would like to request all Indian
brothers and sisters and all those
who are talking in a negative way
about Shah Rukh, they should know
he is a movie star."

While New Delhi may be an-
noyed at Malik’s ‘request’, the
people of India will perhaps remain
ever grateful to the Pakistani Inte-
rior Minister for enlightening them
with the fact that Shahrukh Khan is
“a movie star!”

Can bilateral ties between India
and Pakistan improve if Pakistan
agrees that the UNMOGIP is not re-
quired any longer in J&K and India
reciprocates by providing Shahrukh
Khan ‘Z’ category security?

Though the recent exchanges be-
tween New Delhi and Islamabad may
bring a whiff of humour into our lives,
the dismal future of the bilateral rela-
tions, which the present ‘line of en-
gagement’ portends, is disquieting
and sends shivers down the spine.

It is high time that leaders of both
countries stop behaving like school-
children and remedy the serious
‘foot-in-the- mouth’ disease, which
seems to have afflicted them. Till this
happens, ‘Aman ki Asha’ will remain
a distant dream and bilateral rela-
tions will become another ‘comedy
circus’!

NILOOFAR QURESHI is based in New Delhi and
can be reached at: niloofar.qureshi@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR,
Apropos news, ‘AFSPA Immu-

nity For Forces’ Sex Crimes Must
End’, Kashmir Observer, January
28, I want to say that we the
people of Kashmir appreciate
what Dr.Kiran Bedi said but who
has to initiate the action.

It is India who has to take the
action, but this country is never
ready to bother for innocent

killings and heinous crimes
committed by its army and such
all other agencies that too with
the help of Indian puppets of
Kashmiri origin.

-M. R. BABA
Via: email

‘IN CONCLUSION’ was a favourite
phrase of a teacher of mine — a man of scien-
tific qualification; a man who looked at you
and perceived atoms and molecules. Mr P, let’s
call him, for he very well may still be alive
monitoring the masses that passed through
his hands.

It was the Sixties, of course. The Hippie
Movement was winking naughtily from out-
side classroom windows, “Come out and taste
the freedom!”

The band Uriah Heep did indeed sing,
plaintively, Free Me, which may well have
been the anthem of many a classroom bound
schoolboy of that time.

It was also still the Years of Collusion —
between teacher and parent to ensure at all
cost that Johnny put his head down peered
into the laboratory microscope and averted
his gaze from the classroom windows. The
world outside can wait, a good education
couldn’t.

Tired of Thinking? Come to a Conclusion
If he were a cricketer — which I rather

doubt since he possessed not one jot of cricket
vocabulary in his speech — but if he were a
cricketer Mr P would have been categorised
as an all rounder. This is because he was three
science teachers rolled into one. He taught
Physics, Chemistry and when the frogs were
plentiful he was found in the
Biology rooms giving lessons
on dissection which non-bi-
ology-inclined ones like my-
self found hard to stomach,
especially the drawing of
blood or the severing of flesh in order to peer
at the undercoating and the insides.

“One has to have a stomach for these
things,” Mr P would instruct, directing his
words at the ones who’d gone a whiter shade
of pale and generally stood in the back rows
at the dissecting table so they missed a good
deal of what was going on.
PREPARING TO FACE LIFE: “Life is going to
toss things at you that are a lot harder to take,
so get used to it. In any case, you have to do it
yourself come exam time. It carries a good deal

of marks, remember.”
This generally got the ashen-faced ones

moving a few feet forward in a determined
effort to overcome their resisting wills.

Chemistry periods were about tables
with cryptic symbols and water that changed
colour magically with the introduction of dif-

ferent powders. I once remem-
ber naively being drawn into
taking a deep sniff from a
bottle of chlorine that nearly
took my sinuses for a walk
right out of my body.

Physics was about equations, balance
and sticking pins in paper while trying to
trace angles of reflection and refraction
through a thick glass slab.

Most things in Mr P’s class started out as
premises before gradually working their way
through a series of reasoning stages to a finely
drawn conclusion.

Dispute that, he’d say, pointing to a
solved equation on the blackboard. Of course,
who could? Especially who could who had his
head wrapped around other notions — those

of total freedom to pursue the pathways of
one’s own mind, frolic in the fields of an idyl-
lic nature and dream of writing lines that
rhymed and described life in a more natural
way — a way that had nothing to do with
science?

A young man dreaming is how I come to
view my school reports of that day and age
when I glance at them occasionally these
days yellowing in a plastic sleeve. Mr P obvi-
ously had a kind heart too for his marks
awarded to me in their own scientific way
reflect a kindness.

If the dissecting of a frog taught me any-
thing it pointed me in the direction of veg-
etarianism and a kindness to all animals great
and small. Science provided me with an in-
sight into laterality. That is, you could be
seated in the lap of science and be totally at
ease contemplating poetry.

Science didn’t care because ultimately it
seems everything is relative. There is no end,
no conclusion to be drawn because like some
wise person once said, “A conclusion is the
place where you got tired of thinking.”

KEVIN MARTIN

LIFE IN A
CLASSROOM OF

THE SIXTIES

Why New Delhi
decided to deviate from

its age-old policy of
‘letting the sleeping

dogs lie’ to bring up the
UNMOGIP issue and

the timing it chose
to do so, defies

comprehension. So,
while nothing came out

of this debate, old
wounds were reopened
and normalisation of

the bilateral ties
between New Delhi
and Islamabad has

taken yet another body
blow. Islamabad too

seems to be itching for
a chance to ‘take
on’ New Delhi.

Hail Kiran Bedi
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Striking at Roots

S
OCIETAL TRENDS guided by the political elite have shorn
the teaching profession of its status and sanctity, turning it
into just another vocation with little to distinguish it from,
say, hawking garments on the streets. The adventurous, glam-

orous and challenging enterprise of kindling, illuminating and en-
lightening tender young minds has become a lack-lustre and
uninspiring activity devoid of its sorely-needed spirit, mainly be-
cause successive leaderships (if they deserve that name) have been
too occupied with other, more lucrative, concerns to bother about
what is the corner-stone of the well-being of a people. This has had
a direct bearing on the condition of schools and their performance.

By an ironic twist of circumstance, the teaching profession has
been for long, the last resort of the capable and the destination of
choice for those who are unable to fit in anywhere else. When the
screening process for entry into this field - on which the entire social
edifice rests - should have been highly stringent, it had largely be-
come a hit- and-trial exercise with the barest minimum regard for
talent, skill and temperament.

Having been active partners in ruining the state-run school sys-
tem, the ruling classes now abdicate all responsibility by dumping
the educational sector into the private lap. This is seen in the lavish
support to fashionable and prohibitively expensive private schools
and the mushrooming of lesser copycats who are making a finan-
cial killing in the absence of a dependable and affordable public
structure. It is nothing short of a scandal that parents should avoid
sending their wards to government schools on account of the latter’s
dismal record, and prefer seedy and crowded private options no
matter how mercenary they are.

Students cleared by the state-run school system in Kashmir
often barely make the grade in rudimentary literacy, particularly in
rural and remote areas. This is sought to be cloaked by the perfor-
mance of a handful of private schools, with no thought for the
colossal amounts spent on running a vast network of under-per-
forming institutions. Howsoever sound the system may appear on
paper, on the ground it is as rickety and run-down as the school
houses spread all over rural Kashmir chronically starved of staff and
proper equipment. Reports of under-manned schools, particularly
at the primary level, are a routine feature such areas, while insti-
tutes in the city appear to bursting at the seams with needless
staff, Schools in far-flung areas function at the sweet discretion of
their often lone teachers, and instances of just one or two tutors
handling multiple classes and hundreds of students are common.
The standards of such schools and the education they impart can
well be imagined.

The situation has been allowed to drift for far too long in the
hope that with time the growing, engineered preference for pri-
vate schools would phase the government system out of existence.
It remains to be seen how well measures taken in desperation, like
recruitments scrounged in haste,  are able to turn the tide for soci-
ety, particularly low-income, rural and agrarian classes for whom
state-run schools were the mainstay of hope.

O T H E R  O P I N I O N.....................................................................................

THE PAKISTAN women’s cricket team’s visit
to India for the World Cup has turned into

a security and logistical nightmare. First, the
team could not go to Mumbai, where its
matches were originally scheduled, after the
Shiv Sena started issuing its usual threats
against visiting Pakistani teams.

Now, hotels at the alternative venue of
Cuttack and neighbouring city
Bhubaneshwar have refused lodging to our
players out of fear.

Our cricketers now have to play this all-im-
portant tournament under virtual house ar-
rest, with their accommodation being pro-
vided at the clubhouse of the stadium in
which all their matches will be played. Every
other team will be staying in five-star hotels.

Discrimination Against Cricketers
N O  H O L D S  B A R R E D.................................................................................................
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VIEWPOINT

This discrimination is undoubtedly unfair
and puts our team at a significant disadvan-
tage. The team has been conciliatory about
its treatment but the International Cricket
Council (ICC) should take note of this.

International teams have refused to visit
Pakistan over justified security fears. It seems,
however, that if we simply put international
teams at clubhouses in stadiums and refuse
to let them go anywhere else, the security
problem would apparently be solved.

No country, of course, would accept such
conditions to play cricket in Pakistan. Yet, our
women cricketers are expected to put up with
this in India. Additionally, the final of the
tournament is supposed to be held in
Mumbai. India needs to explain how our crick-

eters will be able to stay in Mumbai in the
current climate if we reach the final.

The ICC also needs to consider if India should
be allowed to hold multi-nation tourna-
ments at a time when it can’t guarantee safety
of all players.

It is now too late to reschedule the World
Cup and our pulling out of the tournament
in protest will only heighten tensions. We
should make clear that we are only playing
under duress and that such conditions are
unacceptable if any of our sportspersons tour
India again. Instead of appeasing the anti-
Pakistan extremists, the Indian government
must ensure the safety and comfort of our
players.

-EXPRESS TRIBUNE

NILOOFAR QURESHI

Kashmir’s Fate is Just Consequential!
DEAR EDITOR,

I would like to comment on the
letter, written by one Shoaib Bhat,
Kashmir Observer, Jan 22, titled, "Who
is Responsible For LoC Killings?" I
must say to Shoaib that, you seem to
know a lot.

If it is true, there should be
investigation and appropriate action
taken against those who provoked
peace and created this environment

of mistrust. Could you also tell us who
beheaded and mutilated the bodies of
the Indian soldiers? This should not
have happened in any case.

UN roles in Kashmir has been
minimised post 1971 for India. It is
just symbolic now.

It seems that the United Nations
has not played any role in this sector
for a long time. In my view, it is more
a political point on part of both these

countries, one wanting to and the
other avoiding its role in Kashmir.

It is not in the interest of any of
two countries India and Pakistan to
indulge in any misadventure here or
anywhere.

No one should man Kargil or other
higher reaches, the rough terrain and
all this is in the extreme frigid cold
and hostile environment. The military
on both sides should be minimised but

there is something that seems to
invite and incite the elements to
Kashmir. It is part of the history of the
sub-continent.

We need to overcome it for our
eternal peace. Unfortunately,
Kashmir's fate is just consequential!

Shoaib, keep writing and stay safe.
Khuda Hafez!

-VORSHAL
Via: email

FOR THOSE WHO HAD
PLACED THEIR BETS ON
‘AMAN KI ASHA’, 2013 HAS
CERTAINLY BROUGHT
BAD NEWS. BUT AREN’T
THEY THEMSELVES TO BE
BLAMED FOR EXPECTING
THE IMPOSSIBLE?

A LONG WAY TO GO

EXPECTING THAT the
venom of hatred infused
into their people over the
years by the leaders on
both sides could easily

and quickly be remedied merely by
the antidote of ‘Confidence Build-
ing Measures’ (CBMs) while they
themselves  continue to foster an en-
vironment of mutual mistrust!

The reaction of New Delhi and
Islamabad to the recent incidents on
the LoC serves as a grim reminder
that the basic philosophy of ‘build-
ing bridges’ through CBM initiatives
by increasing ‘people to people’ con-
tact is flawed.

Flawed, not because the concept
in itself is wrong, but because the
leaders themselves don’t seem to be
interested in setting an example by
displaying confidence in each other.
Though, both countries are now
showing some sanity in their deal-
ings, the damage done to the pre-
carious bilateral relationship between
the two by irresponsible statements
like “there can be no business as
usual” and “war mongering” has

undone whatever little may have
been achieved by the CBMs.

However, despite both sides re-
iterating that the bilateral ties had not
been derailed, the recent turn of
events suggest otherwise. New
Delhi, suddenly like a bolt out of the
blue, raked up the
issue of the rel-
evance of the UN
Military Observer
G r o u p
(UNMOGIP) on
the LoC in Jammu
and Kashmir.

Declaring that
“UNMOGIP’s role
has been over-
taken by the
Shimla Agreement
of 1972 between
India and Paki-
stan, signed by
the Heads of the
two governments
and ratified by
their respective
parliaments,” the
Indian representa-
tive suggested its
termination.

As expected,
Pakistan strongly
denounced New
Delhi’s contention
by saying that no
bilateral agree-
ment between the
two nations had
“overtaken or affected” the role or
legality of the UNMOGIP.

New Delhi initiated the
UNMOGIP debate under the garb of
better spending of resources allo-

cated for the Observer Group else-
where in difficult economic times.

However, as expected, this
‘noble’ proposition with fiscal import
failed to cut any ice as the issue un-
der discussion was an open debate
on peacekeeping and not on auster-

ity measures.
Why New

Delhi decided to
deviate from its
age-old policy of
‘letting the sleep-
ing dogs lie’ to
bring up the
UNMOGIP issue
and the timing it
chose to do so,
defies compre-
hension.  So,
while nothing
came out of this
debate, old
wounds were re-
opened and
normalisation of
the bilateral ties
between New
Delhi and
Islamabad has
taken yet another
body blow.

Islamabad too
seems to be itch-
ing for a chance
to ‘take on’ New
Delhi. Just a day
after the Jamaat-
ud-Dawa Chief,

Hafiz Saeed offered ‘asylum’ to
Bollywood star Sharukh Khan, Paki-
stani Interior Minister Rehman Malik
too joined in by saying that though
Sharukh Khan “is a born Indian and

he would like to remain Indian, but I
will request the government of India
(to) please provide him security.”

Not content with his ‘request’ to
the Government of India, Malik went
on to appeal to the Indian public that,
“I would like to request all Indian
brothers and sisters and all those
who are talking in a negative way
about Shah Rukh, they should know
he is a movie star."

While New Delhi may be an-
noyed at Malik’s ‘request’, the
people of India will perhaps remain
ever grateful to the Pakistani Inte-
rior Minister for enlightening them
with the fact that Shahrukh Khan is
“a movie star!”

Can bilateral ties between India
and Pakistan improve if Pakistan
agrees that the UNMOGIP is not re-
quired any longer in J&K and India
reciprocates by providing Shahrukh
Khan ‘Z’ category security?

Though the recent exchanges be-
tween New Delhi and Islamabad may
bring a whiff of humour into our lives,
the dismal future of the bilateral rela-
tions, which the present ‘line of en-
gagement’ portends, is disquieting
and sends shivers down the spine.

It is high time that leaders of both
countries stop behaving like school-
children and remedy the serious
‘foot-in-the- mouth’ disease, which
seems to have afflicted them. Till this
happens, ‘Aman ki Asha’ will remain
a distant dream and bilateral rela-
tions will become another ‘comedy
circus’!

NILOOFAR QURESHI is based in New Delhi and
can be reached at: niloofar.qureshi@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR,
Apropos news, ‘AFSPA Immu-

nity For Forces’ Sex Crimes Must
End’, Kashmir Observer, January
28, I want to say that we the
people of Kashmir appreciate
what Dr.Kiran Bedi said but who
has to initiate the action.

It is India who has to take the
action, but this country is never
ready to bother for innocent

killings and heinous crimes
committed by its army and such
all other agencies that too with
the help of Indian puppets of
Kashmiri origin.

-M. R. BABA
Via: email

‘IN CONCLUSION’ was a favourite
phrase of a teacher of mine — a man of scien-
tific qualification; a man who looked at you
and perceived atoms and molecules. Mr P, let’s
call him, for he very well may still be alive
monitoring the masses that passed through
his hands.

It was the Sixties, of course. The Hippie
Movement was winking naughtily from out-
side classroom windows, “Come out and taste
the freedom!”

The band Uriah Heep did indeed sing,
plaintively, Free Me, which may well have
been the anthem of many a classroom bound
schoolboy of that time.

It was also still the Years of Collusion —
between teacher and parent to ensure at all
cost that Johnny put his head down peered
into the laboratory microscope and averted
his gaze from the classroom windows. The
world outside can wait, a good education
couldn’t.

Tired of Thinking? Come to a Conclusion
If he were a cricketer — which I rather

doubt since he possessed not one jot of cricket
vocabulary in his speech — but if he were a
cricketer Mr P would have been categorised
as an all rounder. This is because he was three
science teachers rolled into one. He taught
Physics, Chemistry and when the frogs were
plentiful he was found in the
Biology rooms giving lessons
on dissection which non-bi-
ology-inclined ones like my-
self found hard to stomach,
especially the drawing of
blood or the severing of flesh in order to peer
at the undercoating and the insides.

“One has to have a stomach for these
things,” Mr P would instruct, directing his
words at the ones who’d gone a whiter shade
of pale and generally stood in the back rows
at the dissecting table so they missed a good
deal of what was going on.
PREPARING TO FACE LIFE: “Life is going to
toss things at you that are a lot harder to take,
so get used to it. In any case, you have to do it
yourself come exam time. It carries a good deal

of marks, remember.”
This generally got the ashen-faced ones

moving a few feet forward in a determined
effort to overcome their resisting wills.

Chemistry periods were about tables
with cryptic symbols and water that changed
colour magically with the introduction of dif-

ferent powders. I once remem-
ber naively being drawn into
taking a deep sniff from a
bottle of chlorine that nearly
took my sinuses for a walk
right out of my body.

Physics was about equations, balance
and sticking pins in paper while trying to
trace angles of reflection and refraction
through a thick glass slab.

Most things in Mr P’s class started out as
premises before gradually working their way
through a series of reasoning stages to a finely
drawn conclusion.

Dispute that, he’d say, pointing to a
solved equation on the blackboard. Of course,
who could? Especially who could who had his
head wrapped around other notions — those

of total freedom to pursue the pathways of
one’s own mind, frolic in the fields of an idyl-
lic nature and dream of writing lines that
rhymed and described life in a more natural
way — a way that had nothing to do with
science?

A young man dreaming is how I come to
view my school reports of that day and age
when I glance at them occasionally these
days yellowing in a plastic sleeve. Mr P obvi-
ously had a kind heart too for his marks
awarded to me in their own scientific way
reflect a kindness.

If the dissecting of a frog taught me any-
thing it pointed me in the direction of veg-
etarianism and a kindness to all animals great
and small. Science provided me with an in-
sight into laterality. That is, you could be
seated in the lap of science and be totally at
ease contemplating poetry.

Science didn’t care because ultimately it
seems everything is relative. There is no end,
no conclusion to be drawn because like some
wise person once said, “A conclusion is the
place where you got tired of thinking.”

KEVIN MARTIN

LIFE IN A
CLASSROOM OF

THE SIXTIES

Why New Delhi
decided to deviate from

its age-old policy of
‘letting the sleeping

dogs lie’ to bring up the
UNMOGIP issue and

the timing it chose
to do so, defies

comprehension. So,
while nothing came out

of this debate, old
wounds were reopened
and normalisation of

the bilateral ties
between New Delhi
and Islamabad has

taken yet another body
blow. Islamabad too

seems to be itching for
a chance to ‘take
on’ New Delhi.

Hail Kiran Bedi

editpage.ko@gmail.com

The Virtues of Discipline: A Key to Personal and Societal Progress

From Brain Drain 
to Drained Brain
A

t present, numberless intel-
lectuals from India reside 
in developed countries and 
thousands of people aspire 

to migrate to such regions for bet-
ter living. They play a vital role in 
the development of these countries.  
Infact, 10% of the world's high-tech 
business CEOs come from India and 
their number is only increasing. Yet 
it is  pertinent to mention that keep-
ing in mind the inclusive importance 
of researchers and health profession-
als in the collective development of a 
nation, their migration is the worst 
kind of brain drain. 

Different people among us are 
engaged with different professions 
in diverse fields and every profes-
sion has its own substantiveness 
for the progress, advancement and 
development of a nation. Each and 
every profession plays a vital role 
in this course and no profession is 
abortive. But it can't be denied that 
there are some professions that de-
mand more engrossment, attention 
and respect as such professions are 
cardinal in every aspect as either 
the professionals and specialists of 
other professions exist because of 
the existence of former professions 
or such professions are essential for 
the health and well being of people. 

In some European countries two 
professions viz. teaching and medi-
cine are treated as most impera-
tive and most respected professions 
and the salary given to the people 
engaged in these two professions 
is called as honorarium reckoning 
and acknowledging their honour 
and their essence as these people 
presume that nothing can be paid 
in return which can equivalence 
the service rendered by these two 
sectors. Here we can't deny the fact 
that the health professionals are 
also the products of the teaching sec-
tor. The governments of most of the 
capitalistic countries of the western 
world pay special attention to their 
educational and health sectors be-
sides being cautious about their de-
fence sector and they always try to 
have their complete control on these 
three sectors so that these sectors 
may not turn into commercial hubs. 
These countries always try to build 
a strong, advanced and impeccable 
defence system for themselves and 
have a catbird seat in the arms and 
ammunitions as compared to devel-
oping and underdeveloped countries 
of the world. They don't have their 
dominance and supremacy in the 
world only because of their modern 
high-tech warfare tools but they also 
earn a huge amount by selling their 
ammunition to developing coun-
tries. The manufacturing of these 
high-tech and modern weapons is 
the result of their scientific work 
and modern research which in turn 
is the higher level of knowledge and 
learning. These countries also earn 
millions of dollars from the people 
around the world who go for higher 
education and research work to 
these countries. 

History is witness to the fact 
that there are examples of nations 
who advanced by leaps and bounds 
despite being undemocratic. But 
such nations had two good quali-

ties: firstly, there was justice or they 
were corruption free; secondly, they 
had great teachers who could impart 
modern and scientific education. 

Germany is the first and the 
greatest example of such nations, 
then Russia and now it is China 
in the contemporary world which 
makes the above notion a fact. 

Proceeding further, it can be 
aptly said that the evolution of great 
powers of the world was due to their 
scientific research work. It was be-
cause of this scientific research that 
great powers like Britain and other 
European countries made the rest of 
the world as their colonies after the 
industrial revolution and this indus-
trial revolution was in turn also the 
outcome of scientific advancement 
in European universities. 

When teachers, intellectuals and 
skilled scholars leave India and go 
to some other countries, it leaves 
the nation vulnerable to mediocrity 
and lack of progress. This is brain 
drain - the migration of highly edu-
cated, skilled and talented individu-
als from one country to another, 
usually in search of better opportu-
nities, higher salaries, or improved 

living conditions. It is the departure 
of educated or professional people 
from one country, economic sector, 
or field for another, usually for bet-
ter pay or living conditions. 

This phenomenon is typical to 
developing countries like India and 
can have negative effects on the 
country. When teachers, research-
ers, doctors, engineers, computer 
experts and other professionals 
leave their country in search of bet-
ter avenues and opportunities, it 
turns their own country impover-
ished, destitute and desertified as 
it results in human capital dearth 
and then there is scarcity of such 
professionals who could harmonize 
the education, health, economic and 
other sectors of their country with 
the demands of modern times. Ad-
ditional impact on these regions that 
experience brain drain is the loss of 
revenue. A mass exodus leads to a 
drop in tax receipts which can stunt 
economic growth and development. 
Likewise when the upper class of 
a country (who are often the hold-
ers of maximum wealth of a nation) 
emigrate from their country due to 
political or economic instability, it 
results in capital drain and the cu-
mulative drain of wealth and intel-
lectual class from a country results 
in poverty, backwardness, underde-
velopment and marginalization. 

In addition to brain drain, in 
Kashmir’s context, a peculiar trend 
of drained brains seems to be pre-
vailing. Drained brains happen due 
to unfavourable conditions prevail-
ing in a region which cause the best 
brains in the region defunct. Their 
abilities can’t be harnessed and 
their capabilities get either misused 
or wasted. 

In Kashmir, there is an abun-
dance of intellectuals, experts and 
researchers but they are unable to 
make an optimal use of these capa-
bilities. Infact, political turmoil and 
economic instability also cause such 
hindrances which may take such a 
mental toll that it ultimately makes 
it extremely difficult for great minds 
and workers to generate any signifi-
cant outcome or contribution. We 
are living in a region which has been 
facing political instability for more 
than three decades now. Even as our 
region is known for a rich intellectu-
al tradition from ancient times, it is 
hardly keeping up with it due to such 
hostile conditions. 

It has resulted in drained brains 
who have ceased to work and are un-
able to think logically and creatively. 

According to a survey by the hu-
manitarian organisation MSF (Mede-
cins Sans Frontieres), nearly 1.8 mil-
lion adults in Kashmir Valley – 45% 
of the population – showed symptoms 
of mental distress. The survey found 
that 41% of the population showed 
signs of depression, 26% showed signs 
of anxiety and 19% showed probable 
symptoms of post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). Besides political dis-
turbance, J&K is one of the most cor-
rupt places among the Indian states/
UTs. Between 2018 to 2020 the ACB 
registered 219 cases against corrupt 
officials from different departments 
in J&K. With these numbers at dis-
play, Kashmir has turned into a land 
of drained brains which has badly af-
fected its progress and development. 
All we need is a peaceful environment 
and a corruption free system to rein-
vigorate our drained brains so that 
we can keep pace with the technologi-
cally and economically accelerated 
modern world.

Views expressed in the article are the 
author’s own and do not necessarily 

represent the editorial stance of Kashmir 
Observer

The author is a member 
of Kashmir Writers' Association and can 

be reached at rather1294@gmail.com
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Kashmir has 
turned into a land 
of drained brains 
which has badly 
affected its progress 
and development. All 
we need is a peaceful 
environment and a 
corruption free system 
to reinvigorate our 
drained brains so we 
can keep pace with 
the technologically 
and economically 
accelerated modern 
world
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I AM A SUNNI, 
AND I MOURN IN 
MUHARRAM. I 
mourn in my own 
way, and always 
look to do better 
in honoring our 
Imam, but for at 
least the first ten 
days of every year, 
I remind myself of 
Imam Hussain (as)

My Muharram Lamentation
Obaid Zia

I am a Sunni. My family is Sunni. 
We love Abu Bakr, Uthman, Umar, 
Ali. We believe in their Rightly 

Guided Caliphates. The Command-
ers of the Faithful. We believe in 
Aisha as a wife of the Prophet and a 
role model. A Mother of the Faithful. 
This is our belief. We are not Shia.

As part of being Muslim, we love 
the Prophet and love all that which 
he loves. For what is beloved to the 
Prophet is beloved to God. This in-
cludes love of the people he loved. 
The Prophet loved his wives, his 
friends, his companions, and his 
family. We wish peace upon the 
Prophet and his family in every Sa-
laat, just like every other Muslim in 
the world does without regard to 
madhab.

Of the Prophet’s family, there ex-
ist two names shadowed in an eter-
nal passion, kept alive by billions of 
lovers for over a millennium. The 
beloved sons of Fatima az-Zahra, 
daughter of the Prophet Muham-
mad (pbuh), and her husband Ali 
ibn Abi Talib: Hasan (as) and Hus-
sain (as). The Prophet Muhammad 
(pbuh) confided with humanity that 
indeed his favorite two children in 
all of creation would be the leaders 
of the youth of Paradise. The two 
sons of the House of the Prophet 
would grow up to be great leaders, 
as prophesized by the Holy Messen-
ger, and find themselves murdered 
by their grandfather’s followers for 
their sacred ancestry.

 Why is it that, growing up, the 
names Hasan (as) and Hussain (as) 
brought the images of children to 
my mind? Why is it that I, and many 
other youth in America, are not 
taught much about Hasan (as) and 
Hussain (as) when they grow up? All 
that most know about them is that 
the Prophet loved and kissed them 
and that they would bring him his 
blessed slippers. That’s it. They’re 
our role models to be the perfect 
children. We, as Sunnis, have for-
gotten that they’re really models 
through our death and afterlife.

We never learn that Hasan (as) 
and Hussain (as) grow up to be 
Imam Hasan (as) and Imam Hussain 
(as). We don’t learn of the prophecy 
of Imam Hasan (as) being a great 
sayyid through whose hands Allah 
shall bring peace between two par-
ties. We don’t learn about him suc-
ceeding his father as the entitled 
fifth Rightly Guided Caliph, a rank 
we are taught is posthumously be-
stowed upon Umar ibn Abd al-Aziz. 
We aren’t taught that he gave up his 
right to the caliphate to fulfill that 
very Muhammadan Prophecy. We 
never learn that Hasan (as) and Hus-
sain (as) grow up.

We never learn about the murder 
of the Prophet’s (peace be upon him) 
grandsons at the hands of his Um-
mah. We never learn about the be-
trayal from a son of Bani Ummayah. 
We never learn about the theft of 
khilafat from the righteous. We 
never learn about Muawiyah’s warn-
ing his son to not meet God with his 
Imam Hussain’s blood. We never 

learn about the gross disobedience 
to his father, his soul’s nature, his 
sense of inhumanity, to the Prophet 
he claimed to love?

We feel from our parents and el-
ders that Muharram is sacred for 
reasons other than literal transla-
tion, but don’t know why. We get 
lost in confusing debates about not 
marrying during Muharram. Elders 
argue over engagements being jaaiz 
before and/or after 10th Muharram. 
We get even more confused when an 
aunty says marriages shouldn’t be 
held until Rabi al-Awwal. Why does 
it matter? We ask. We aren’t Shia, 
we iterate. Few parents are willing 
to explain. Maybe the pain of which 
there is to speak is too deep. Maybe 
they’ve become confused, in the 
melting pot that is Muslim America, 
on the validity of their beliefs. How-
ever, I’m not writing this to criticize 
the pseudo-salafi influence in Amer-
ica throwing off 1400 years of or-
thodox Sunni scholarship. I’m writ-
ing this because I was (and still am, 
obviously) a confused Sunni youth 
in America wondering why the ha-

dith and scholarly quotes about the 
Ahl al-Bayt are an open secret, why 
the poems of Imam Shafi are hidden, 
why our elders and teachers are con-
tent in letting an entire generation 
grow up without knowing that Islam 
could have died barely 60 years in. 
How can an imam talk about the er-
roneous fitnah of women when we 
don’t even know about the fitnah 
that almost killed the religion of our 
beloved Prophet?

We, as a generation and a new cul-
ture are confused because we don’t 
know about Karbala.

I educated myself. I read about 
the Ahl al-Bayt. I read about Ortho-
dox Sunnism. I picked up where the 

Sunday school textbooks left off. I 
read about what our Shia brothers 
believe about the Battle of Karbala. I 
read about what the Orthodox Sunni 
scholars say about it. I read the ac-
counts. I feel the shared pain be-
tween the lines an ancient remorse, 
the feeling of shame. When you re-
alize the scholars who speak about 
Hussain (as) are the scholars that are 
here to be the heirs of the Prophets, 
you see how much we share across 
these sects. You see how sects be-
come madhabs. We aren’t united 
by the shahadah. We aren’t united 
by love of a single God. We aren’t 
united by love for the Prophet. We 
are united by all that and the love 
of the Ahl al-Bayt. In Muharram, we 
share the deep grief for the events 
at Karbala. When you see what both 
traditions of scholars, Shia and Or-
thodox Sunni, say about the emo-
tions of Muharram, you see why we 
are brothers.

We are brothers because when 
a tyrant stole the caliphate of the 
Muslim Ummah and abused it, 
Imam Hussain (as) stood up for you 
and me and the nation his grandfa-
ther built with his blood, sweat, and 
many tears. He marched himself to 
his death for the sake of survival. On 
that day in Karbala, he was undoubt-
edly on the side of Islam, the side of 
his father, the side of his grandfather, 
the side of righteousness and truth.

Imam Hussain (as) came to the 
battlefield not as a Shia to fight Sun-
nis, or a Sunni to fight Shias. He was 
there as the inheritor and rightful 
successor of his grandfather to con-
tinue the Prophetic crusade against 
injustice and darkness. It wasn’t 
Sunni succession vs. Shia succes-
sion. The knowledgeable of the Um-
mah had already designated Imam 
Hasan (as) and Imam Hussain (as) as 
caliphs. No. That day in Karbala, the 

battlefield was Haq vs. Kufr.
Bloodshed was to ensue. Brother 

slaughtered brother. Imam Hussain 
(as) came with a message of diplo-
macy, of amnesty, of civility. He was 
faced with an army who claimed to 
be from the Ummah of the Prophet 
Muhammad (pbuh). They were a 
people who claimed to pray and fast. 
An army who venerated the grand-
father of the man they were ordered 
to murder, an army who claimed to 
love God and His messenger as the 
ultimate reality.

An army who claimed to be on 
the path of Islam, an army who 
claimed to love the Prophet Mu-
hammad (pbuh), was about to 
slaughter his holy family before 
leaving their dead bodies to rot for 
three days. They took the words of 
the kalima, chewed them up, spat 
them out, and trampled them with 
their horses. When Sayydina Abu 
Bakr would rather do good to the 
family of the Prophet rather than to 
his own family, the army at Karbala 
didn’t even spare thirsty infant Ali 
al-Asghar crying in the arms of 
Imam Hussain (as). They couldn’t 
spare a drop of water for the prog-
eny of the Prophet they claimed 
to love. Their hearts had already 
traded God for the pleasures of this 
world. Words cannot describe the 
revolting lapse of conscience, of 
taqwa, of basic humanity, that the 
murderers of the Prophet’s house-
hold had on that day.

The story ends with Sayyid Sha-
bab al-Jannah, the Leader of the 
Youth in Paradise, the Prince of the 
Prophet’s household, becoming the 
final casualty. Having watched all 
72 of his followers and most of his 
family slaughtered, beheaded, and 
disfigured, he charged into the army 
of thousands, fighting valiantly de-
spite his severe wounds. After the 

final blow to the Prince of the Mar-
tyrs, his head was cut off, and placed 
on a silver platter to be presented to 
the general of the army, who started 
playing with a stick at the nose and 
mouth of Al-Hussain’s head and say-
ing something about his handsome 
features. The army, who claimed to 
be Muslims, would then place the 
heads of their victims and Imam 
Hussain (as) on the tips of spears 
and march 600 miles to Yazid cham-
pioning their victory.

If only this was the whole story, 
yet this much is enough to make 
anyone’s skin crawl. Such injustice 
was done. If Hussain (as) had re-
mained quiet and relented to Yazid, 
he and his family members would 
have lived. However, Yazid’s men 
would still have been evil. They 
would’ve gutted Islam of anything 
good or Prophetic, and left it a shell 
of empty words, of sin, of corrup-
tion, of evil. If it weren’t for Imam 
Hussain’s sacrifice, Islam would 
have died. The legacy of Hussain’s 
(as) selfless sacrifice lived on in the 
community of the Muslims under 
unjust rulers. The light of his fight 
for truth lived on in the minds of the 
believers, ready to reclaim the reli-
gion of the Holy Prophet whenever 
opportunity presented. Imam Hus-
sain (as) inspired the spirit of real-
ity in the darkness. Yazid had Imam 
Hussain (as) killed, Yazid won, but 
Yazid still died three years later, and 
today he’s nothing but dust in the 
desert, while Hussain (as) lives on 
in the hearts of billions. While Yazid 
won the battle, Hussain (as) con-
tinues to win the war hundreds of 
years later. His death in righteous-
ness lit the fire of truth until the 
truth of the battle could prevail, and 
continues to inspire truth in the face 
of injustice today.

How could I ignore the sacrifices 

of the Prophet’s family? How could I 
not grieve and mourn when recount-
ed the atrocities at Karbala? How 
could I ignore the suffering of Imam 
Hussain (as), when he watched all 
those he loved in the world beaten, 
abused, slaughtered, beheaded, and 
molested in front of his eyes? When 
Imam Hussain (as) gave up his whole 
world, was stabbed 33 times by 
spears, struck 34 times by swords, 
hit over 100 times by arrows, only to 
weep and say I only wish for Allah to 
shower them with forgiveness, how 
can I say that remembering his suf-
fering is a sin?

I am a Sunni, and I mourn in Mu-
harram. I mourn in my own way, and 
always look to do better in honoring 
our Imam, but for at least the first 
ten days of every year, I remind my-
self of Imam Hussain (as). Mourning 
is not exclusive to our Shia broth-
ers, and we shouldn’t let that cross 
our minds. Imam Hussain (as) died 
so that all of us could be Muslim. 
His death enabled us all to seek the 
pleasure of God and the Righteous, 
and not this world. The family and 
lovers of the Prophet Muhammad 
(pbuh) faced such inhumanity from 
people who also claimed to love 
the Prophet; people who suppos-
edly read salawat on them during 
every salaat. It should not be for-
gotten. It should always be remem-
bered, and if you don’t even shed a 
tear, if you don’t start grieving just 
at the thought of the injustice, then 
you aren’t remembering like you 
should. When you don’t remember, 
when you don’t feel emotion, for the 
events of Karbala, when you’ve let 
the sacrifice be forgotten, you’ve ac-
cepted Yazid’s victory.

I’m a Sunni, and my heart grieves, 
because Sunnis do grieve for Hus-
sain (as). We weep for Hussain (as). 
We have for 1400 years, just like 
Shias. Because Karbala wasn’t a sac-
rifice for Shias, it wasn’t even a sacri-
fice for all Muslims. It was a sacrifice 
for humanity.

Shah ast Hussain (as), Badshah ast 
Hussain (as)

Deen ast Hussain (as), Deen Panah 
ast Hussain (as)

Sardad na dad dast, dar dast-e-
yazeed,

Haqaa key binaey La ila ast Hussain 
(as)

King is Hussain (as), Emperor is 
Hussain (as).

Faith is Hussain (as); the Defender 
of Faith is Hussain (as).

His head he gave, not his hand, to 
Yazid.

The reality is that the foundation 
of La ilaha ila Allah is Hussain (as).

Khwaja Ghareeb Nawaz Moinudin 
Chisti (R)

Peace and blessings be upon the 
Prophet Muhammad, his family, his 
companions, and his wives.
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What The Climate Fight Is Really About
Gernot Wagner

Climate change is no longer a future 
problem. It is here, and the effects 
are all around. Worse, today’s ex-

treme weather events are just a preview 
of the pain that awaits humanity in the 
coming decades, almost regardless of 
how fast we manage to decarbonize the 
economy this year or next.

Such sobering observations tend to 
provoke arguments about the impor-
tance of “climate optimism.” Pessimism, 
after all, demotivates. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. had a dream, not a nightmare, 
for the future his children would inhabit.

I typically join these calls for op-
timism. The accelerating pace of the 
clean-energy race is heartening, as is the 
emergence of positive socioeconomic 
feedback loops to match all the negative 
ones associated with climatic tipping 
points. Still, while the pace of clean-
energy deployment is faster than it has 
ever been, the world overall is racing in 
the wrong direction: global greenhouse-
gas emissions are still rising.

So, how should we talk about this 
challenge, with these two dynamics tug-
ging in opposite directions?

One answer is to embrace the lan-
guage of risks and uncertainties. Not too 
long ago, those resisting climate action 
were the ones playing up the issue of 
uncertainty. The “merchants of doubt” 
– marginal scientists and other com-
mentators in hock to the fossil-fuel in-
dustry – focused on our lack of complete 
knowledge to challenge the strengthen-

ing consensus around anthropogenic 
climate change. Uncertainty was their 
friend. But for the rest of us, it is public 
enemy number one. The unknowns and 
unknowables are what make climate 
change such an urgent problem.

Over the past few decades, advances 
in climate science and economics have 
helped to quantify more climate-related 
uncertainties. This progress has been 
both helpful and alarming, because it 
has further underscored just how dan-
gerous those uncertainties truly are.

Above all, it shows that we need cli-

mate action not only to keep relatively 
slow-moving averages from increasing 
further, but – even more importantly 
– to keep uncertainties in check. The 
floods, droughts, wildfires, and other 
extreme climate-driven phenomena are 
what make the problem so costly. Con-
versely, climate policymaking that cuts 
off the tail end of the extreme-weather 
distribution should be regarded as a ma-
jor success.

Sometimes, this will literally mean 
taking out insurance against the worst 
phenomena. Insurance mandates, for 

example, would compel homeowners to 
account for the cost of floods and wild-
fires when deciding where to live. As the 
price of homeowner’s insurance rises in 
disaster-prone areas, mandates could 
become one of the most effective ways 
to encourage climate-change adaptation.

Similarly, investments in low-carbon 
energy sources are often best viewed as 
investments in resilience – and thus in 
decreased uncertainty. Lowering one’s 
average carbon footprint ought to be 
valued and appropriately rewarded. But 
whether you are installing solar panels 
on your roof, using a battery pack as 
backup storage, or switching to a heat 
pump and induction stove, the biggest 
payoff comes in extreme circumstances, 
or the lack thereof.

The solar panels and battery packs 
will ensure that your lights stay on even 
if the grid goes down because of extreme 
weather. Similarly, a heat pump and in-
duction stove will allow you to cut off 
your gas line and declare independence 
from future gas supply shocks that di-
rectly affect your heating bill. (The in-
direct effect via the electric bill points 
immediately back to solar panels and 
battery packs, and it further reinforces 
the urgency to decarbonize the overall 
electric grid.)

The cost of solar and all-electric appli-
ances will only decline over time, where-
as natural gas and oil markets will con-
tinue to fluctuate, owing to the vagaries 
of geopolitics and the global economy. A 
surefire way to prevent fossilflation is to 
get off fossil fuels altogether.

What is true for homeowners also is 
true for whole economies. Less depen-
dence on fossil fuels means less uncer-
tainty. True, the clean-energy transition 
also relies on potentially volatile com-
modities like copper, lithium, and other 
critical minerals. But there are crucial 
differences between these and fossil 
fuels. For one, the millions of tons of 
material going into clean technologies 
are orders of magnitude smaller than 
the billions of tons of fossil fuels being 
burned every year. And still better tech-
nologies with ever-lower costs are likely 
to emerge as we rapidly climb the learn-
ing curve on clean-energy solutions.

The trend lines support a cautiously 
optimistic outlook on the clean-energy 
future. But there are plenty of hurdles 
still to overcome, many of them erected 
and propped up by fossil-fuel incum-
bents trying to delay the inevitable. 
There is also plenty of climate-driven 
pain and destruction still in store. Things 
will get worse before they get better.

But even if we can no longer prevent 
climate change, we can still mitigate it 
by minimising the accompanying un-
certainties. We must embrace these un-
certainties for what they are: a wake-up 
call to prevent the worst. Climate risk is 
financial risk, and climate action is an 
insurance policy – for the world as much 
as for individual companies and for us as 
individuals.

The article was originally published by 

Khaleej Times 

Think
Opinion   Analysis  Essays
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8 Killed As Heavy
was sanctioned.
Braving incessant rains, rescuers comprising 

police, Army, SDRF and locals worked for hours 
together to retrieve the bodies of five members 
of two families from the debris of their houses 
at Surjan village, he said.

A police official identified the deceased as 
Zareena Begum (40), her two sons Shahbaz 
Ahmad (14) and Arbaz (2), Nazia Tabassum (14) 
and her brother Mohd Asif (12).

At Sitti village, 13-year-old Ajay Singh came 
under a landslide near his house, while the 
body of Naseema Begum (55) was also recov-
ered after she came under a landslide near her 
house at Drangal-Mandote, the official said.

Sham Lal (50) also died after coming under 
the debris of a landslide at Bhuldi Nallah near 
Daggar while he was trying to clear a water 
passage to avoid damage to his house, he said, 
adding Lal’s body was recovered and handed 
over to his family.

The official said while two houses were com-
pletely damaged, several others suffered par-
tial damages due to heavy rains in the district.

A number of low-lying areas especially near 
the banks of Ujh river and its tributaries were 
left inundated, prompting police to request 
people to move to safer places.

Union minister Jitendra Singh also took to 
Twitter to express his sadness about the casu-
alties in his parliamentary constituency due to 
incessant rains.

Singh said he is in constant touch with the 
deputy commissioner and SSP Kathua Shivdeep 
Singh Jamwal and said all possible assistance is 
being provided.

National Conference President Dr Farooq 
Abdullah and Party’s Vice President Omar 
Abdullah also expressed grief and sorrow on 
the loss of lives.

In a statement, Dr Farooq and Omar ex-
pressed profound grief over the tragic trail of 
deaths as two houses caved in Bani area kill-
ing five members of two families and injuring 
several others.

The duo demanded immediate relief for the 
affected families besides medical facilities to 
the injured. “We pray to the Almighty to grant 
eternal peace to the departed souls. The loss 
to the bereaved families is colossal”, they said 
while asking the near and dear ones to remain 
strong at this hour of grief to bear with the ir-
reparable loss.

Chairman Democratic Progressive Azad 
Party (DPAP) Ghulam Nabi Azad also expressed 
shock and grief over the loss of lives in house 
collapse and landslides triggered by incessant 
rains in the Bani area of Kathua district.

Expressing grief over the tragedy, Azad 
shared pain and prayed for the speedy recov-
ery of the injured and the safety of everyone in 
the situation.

Meanwhile, Divisional Commissioner, 
Jammu Ramesh Kumar chaired a high-level 
meeting to review flood management mea-
sures and preparedness across all districts of 
the region.

Kumar assessed the damages caused due to 
the incessant rains and flooding in some areas 
and asked the Deputy Commissioners to im-
mediately start assessment and share the same 
with his office, an official spokesperson said.

Calling for the swift restoration of essential 
services affected by the inclement weather, he 
directed the Deputy Commissioners to priori-
tise the repair of damaged roads, disrupted wa-
ter supply, and power outages.

Additionally, he emphasised on the availabil-
ity of essential commodities in all districts by 
ensuring uninterrupted supply, the spokesper-
son said.

To enhance the emergency response sys-
tem, the Divisional Commissioner asked for 
establishing 24x7 multi-departmental con-
trol rooms and emergency operation centres 
(EOCs) in every district.

LG Grieved At
operations are currently underway,” Sinha 

said.
He said he has directed the district admin-

istration to provide all possible aid to the be-
reaved families, who have lost their near and 
dear ones as well as medical assistance to the 

injured.

Flood Threat Looms
Heavy rains lashed wide parts of Jammu 

division overnight, triggering mudslides and 
landslides at several places along the Jammu-
Srinagar national highway in Ramban district, 
forcing authorities to suspend traffic, the offi-
cials said.

“The highway is still blocked and people are 
advised not to travel till the restoration work 
is completed,” a traffic department official said.

The officials said the traffic on the Jammu-
Pathankot highway was also diverted in 
Kathua district where two pillars of a bridge 
suffered damages due to flash floods in 
Tarnah nallah.

They said all government and private schools 
were closed for the day in Doda and Kishtwar 
districts as a precautionary measure.

The decision was taken for the safety of the 
students as the water level in the Chenab river 
and its tributaries is on the rise amid continu-
ous rainfall, they added.

Katra, the base camp for pilgrims visiting 
Vaishno Devi shrine, received 315.4 mm rain-
fall, an all time high, a spokesperson of the me-
teorological department said.

“This is the heaviest rainfall since 1980,” he 
said.

The chopper and battery car service at the 
Mata Vaishno Devi shrine atop Trikuta hills in 
Reasi district was also suspended due to the in-
clement weather, the officials said.

While the Vaishno Devi pilgrimage is going 
on smoothly, the new battery car track to the 
shrine was closed in view of the apprehension 
of shooting of stones and landslide, the officials 
said.

They said the helicopter service to the shrine 
was also suspended due to inclement weather.

Rivers and rivulets in many places, especially 
in Kathua and Samba districts, have reached 
close to or crossed the flood alert level with the 
weather office predicting more rains till noon.

“The flood situation is grim in Kathua and 
Samba as all the rivers including Ujh in Kathua 
and Basantar have crossed flood alert mark, 
while the water level in Tawi, Chenab and its 
tributaries in Jammu are nearing the flood alert 
level,” an official said.

The Indian Meteorological Department 
(IMD) has predicted widespread to fairly wide-
spread rainfall in various parts of Jammu and 
Kashmir over the next seven days.

Mohinder Singh, Head of IMD Centre Jammu, 
said the Union Territory will receive wide-
spread to fairly widespread rainfall in the com-
ing week.

“There was heavy rainfall in the past 24 
hours in various parts of Jammu and Kashmir. 
The highest amount of rainfall occurred in the 
Katra belt of Reasi district,” he said.

“The recorded rainfall in Katra was 315.4 
mm, categorised as extremely heavy,” Singh 
said.

This is the highest recorded rainfall in the re-
gion in 43 years, he said.

The IMD official advised the Amarnath Yatra 
pilgrims to adhere to the guidelines provided at 
their respective base camps.

“They should follow the weather reports and 
advisories of the administration before under-
taking the yatra,” he said.

The IMD also has predicted the possibility of 
flash floods in low-lying areas of Jammu and 
Kashmir.

In an advisory, police said due to continu-
ous heavy rainfall, the Chadwal bridge on the 
Jammu-Pathankot national highway has been 
closed for traffic.

“Dear residents and passengers of Kathua. 
Due to the recent and continuous heavy rains 
in the area, we are sorry to inform you that the 
Chadwal bridge has been damaged. In conse-
quence, this creates a potential threat to all 
vehicles and pedestrians trying to cross it,” the 
advisory said.

Floods in Taranah nallah caused damages to 
the pillars of the bridge resulting in its slight 
sinking, it said.

“Please follow diversion and temporary 
routes. These routes are designed to facilitate 
smooth traffic flow and reduce discomfort,” the 
advisory said.

Police also asked the people to report 

suspicious activities.
“If you see any suspicious activities on the 

roads or encounter potential threats, please 
inform the nearest police station immediately,” 
the advisory said.

LG For Proactive
the concerned officials to accelerate the de-

velopment of basic amenities like connectivity, 
power and water facilities in the new Industrial 
estates.

He also called for replicating the best models 
of Industrial Estates developed in other parts of 
the country.

Chief Secretary Dr Arun Kumar Mehta, 
Principal Secretary to LG Dr Mandeep Kumar 
Bhandari, Financial Commissioner Revenue 
Shaleen Kabra, Principal Secretary, Forest 
Department Dheeraj Gupta, Principal Secretary, 
Finance Department Santosh Dattatreya 
Vaidya, Commissioner /Secretary, Industries 
& Commerce Department Vikramjit Singh, 
Principal Secretary, Power Development 
Department H. Rajesh Prasad  and senior offi-
cers attended the meeting.

Admin Refutes
make the yatra successful by rendering their 

relentless services since the beginning. This 
yatra is an example of brotherhood, commu-
nal harmony and unity among the people,” the 
spokesperson said, adding that the yatra rep-
resents spirituality and has been a substantial 
contributor to economic development of J&K.

He further said that all the yatries who have 
embarked on the pilgrimage of Holy Cave of 
Shri Amarnathji have testified to the good 
quality of services and appreciated the seam-
less yatra.

“It is pertinent to mention that the adminis-
tration is committed to ensure safety and secu-
rity of yatries and all the stakeholders involved 
with yatra,” the spokesperson added.

Terrorists Kill
said, police officers along with additional re-

inforcement reached at the terror crime spot to 
ascertain the facts.

“Police Station Rajpora received information 
through reliable sources that terrorists had 
fired upon a team of forest department of dis-
trict Budgam causing injuries to 2 employees, 
who had laid a checkpoint to apprehend the 
timber smugglers near Bangender Bridge,” he 
said.

He said police, army and CAPFs cordoned 
off the area and launched an intensive search 
operation.

During the search, he said, two empty fired 
cartridges of Ak-47 ammunition and one bullet 
head were recovered from the spot. However, 
the search operation is going on.

Regarding the incident, a case vide FIR No. 
79/2023 under sections 16,20 UAP ( Act) , 307  
IPC and 7/ 27 IA Act got registered in PS Rajpora 
and investigation has been initiated.

2 Pak Terrorists
Kupwara, a police spokesperson said 

Wednesday.
In the swift and coordinated operation, he 

said, the joint team naturalized two Pakistani 
militants in the wee hours, when their move-
ment was observed along LoC.

“The bodies of the terrorists were retrieved 
by the joint team from the place of encounter. 
The identification and affiliation of the killed 
terrorists is being ascertained,” he added.

The joint team, the spokesperson said, re-
covered arms & ammunition including 4 AK 
series rifles, 9 AK Magazines, 175 AK rounds, 6 
hand grenades, a UBGL, 4 UBGL grenades and 
other incriminating materials from the site of 
encounter.

Accordingly, he said, a case under relevant 
sections of law was registered and investiga-
tion taken up.

The spokesperson quoted Additional Director 
General of Police (ADGP), Kashmir, Vijay Kumar 
as saying that the successful operation not only 
foiled the infiltration attempt but also dealt a 
severe blow to the plans of terrorists to disrupt 
peace and stability in the valley.

“The dedication and commitment of Jammu 
& Kashmir police/security force personnel in-
volved in this anti-terrorist operation have 

once again demonstrated their readiness to 
protect the nation against all odds,” he added.

2 Migrant Workers
fired upon two outside labourers in 

#Anantnag. Both the injured #civilians have 
been shifted to hospital, where they are stat-
ed to be stable. Area being cordoned off for 
search #operation. Further details shall fol-
low,” the Kashmir Zone Police informed on 
Twitter.

Three non-local labourers were injured on 
Thursday last when militants fired upon them 
in the Gagren area of Shopian district.

Complaint Filed
(INDIA) - to unitedly take on the ruling NDA 

in the Lok Sabha election next year.

Court Refuses Bail
and has not been dislodged.
“It is settled law that the solitary testimony 

of victim is sufficient if the same is found to 
be credible and no corroboration the same is 
required,” the court said, adding, “Moreover, 
there are still material witnesses who are 
left to be examined including the minor sis-
ter of the victim who is an important witness 
of the case and has not been examined as 
yet.” Subsequently, the court rejected the bail 
application.

Fire On Siachen,
personnel suffered smoke inhalation and 

second-degree burns, the officials said.
The injured have been safely air evacuated 

for further treatment, and their condition is 
stated to be stable, they added.

Bomb Scare  
of traffic on the highway as a precautionary 
measure.

The bomb squad found some clothes and 
other personal belongings in the bag, the of-
ficials said.

“Nothing (incriminating) was found inside 
Traffic on the highway has been restored,” 
Senior Superintendent of Police (Samba) 
Benam Tosh told reporters.

 “All security agencies are (on) alert in view 
of the ongoing Amarnath Yatra and anything 
found suspicious is being checked thoroughly, 
in accordance with the standard operating pro-
cedure,” Tosh said.

B’mulla Gets
crime or violence against them.
“The squad will conduct patrolling in areas 

having footfall of women, such as schools, col-
leges, shopping malls and market places,” the 
spokesperson said.

“Police is committed to women’s safety. 
Female citizens are requested to come for-
ward with all kind of grievances and we as-
sure them that their safety and security 
will be ensured at all cost. Female citizens 
can reach us on following phone numbers:-  
SHO PS Women’s +919596767722; SHO PS 
Baramulla +919596767710; PCR Baramulla 
+919596767768,” he added

Bank Manager, 
(the then clerk, BCCB Branch Hajin) for their 

alleged involvement in commission of offences 
punishable under Sections 420, 468, 471, 409, 
120-B & 201 RPC of P/S Crime Branch Kashmir 
(now Economic Offences Wing, Srinagar), an 
official spokesperson said.

The Crime Branch Kashmir, he said, received 
a communication along with enclosures from 
the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, J&K 
wherein it was alleged that some officers, of-
ficials of the BCCB have dishonestly and fraud-
ulently misappropriated & embezzled large 
sums of public money in different branches of 
the Bank etc.

Accordingly, the spokesperson said that a 
case under FIR number 23/2016 came to be 
registered in P/S Crime Branch Kashmir in the 
year 2016 and investigation started to probe 
into the allegations.

“During investigation it came to fore that 
Abdul Razak Wani (the then Manager of the 
Hajin branch of BCCB Ltd.) had entered into 
a criminal conspiracy with his clerk Ghulam 
Ahmad Shah as a result of which said employees 

of the bank had cheated the depositors, forged 
the financial documents, records and misap-
propriated & embezzled large sums of public 
money running into lakhs of Rupees,” he said.

He further said that evidence collected dur-
ing investigation has established criminal cul-
pability and proved that offences punishable 
under sections 420, 468, 471, 409, 120-B & 201 
RPC have been committed by the duo.

“Accordingly, the charge-report (challan) 
of the instant Case has been presented in the 
Court for judicial determination,” the spokes-
person added.

15 Electrocuted
passed through a metal railing installed on 

the plant premises, killing 15, including police 
sub-inspector Pradeep Rawat and three home 
guard personnel. It is still being ascertained 
how it happened, he added.

The condition of six injured people, who 
were airlifted to AIIMS-Rishikesh, is critical, a 
doctor at the health care facility said.

The Uttarakhand Power Corporation Limited 
said the incident took place after power was re-
stored to the sewage treatment plant following 
a 20-minute shutdown for some repairs.

The power utility said the cause of the inci-
dent can be known only after a detailed inves-
tigation, adding that its own equipment did not 
appear to be at fault.

Chief Minister Pushkar Singh Dhami, ac-
companied by Cabinet Minister Prem Chand 
Agarwal, visited the AIIMS-Rishikesh trauma 
centre and spoke to doctors about the condi-
tion of the injured.

Madhur Uniyal, a senior trauma surgeon at 
AIIMS, said electric current damages many or-
gans from the time it enters the body till it ex-
its. The most damage is done to the kidneys and 
the brain. As a result, nothing can be said about 
such patients.

Dhami has announced a magisterial inquiry 
and a compensation of Rs 5 lakh to the kin of 
each victim and Rs 1 lakh each to the injured. 
He said strict action will be taken against those 
found guilty.

District Magistrate Himanshu Khurana 
nominated Additional District Magistrate Dr 
Abhishek Tripathi as the inquiry officer and 
directed him to file a detailed investigation re-
port within a week.

Khurana has also asked Tripathi to include in 
his investigation the causes and the measures 
that can be taken to prevent such accidents in 
the future.

Union Home Minister Amit Shah also en-
quired about the incident from Dhami over 
phone.

Congress chief Mallikarjun Kharge condoled 
the loss of lives due to the accident.

In a tweet in Hindi, Kharge said, “The news of 
the death of many people due to the accident 
on the banks of Alaknanda river in Chamoli dis-
trict of Uttarakhand is very painful. Policemen 
were also among the victims. Our deepest con-
dolences to the bereaved families.”

“We wish for the speedy recovery of the in-
jured,” he said.

Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, the Congress general 
secretary, also expressed sadness and offered 
condolences to the bereaved families.

Director-General of Police Ashok Kumar 
prayed for peace for the dead and strength to 
the bereaved families.

The injured undergoing treatment at the 
facility are Sushil, Sandeep, Narendra, Anand, 
Ramchandra and Mahesh, Uniyal said.

Four High Courts
Justice Sunita Agarwal of the Allahabad High 

Court has been appointed as chief justice of the 
Gujarat High Court. Justice Ashish J Desai of the 
Gujarat High Court has been elevated as chief 
justice of the Kerala High Court.

Earlier this month, the Supreme Court 
Collegium had recommended names for 
appointment as chief justices of the high 
courts of Bombay, Gujarat, Telangana, 
Kerala, Orrisa, Andhra Pradesh and Manipur. 
There was no word on the remaining three 
appointments.

Besides, the elevations, Meghwal also an-
nounced the transfer of Justice P Sam Koshy 
from the Chhattisgarh High Court to the 
Telangana High Court.

2020 Delhi Riots: Court Acquits 3 Of 
Vandalism, Assault, Arson Charges
New Delhi: A sessions court 
hearing a case of the 2020 
northeast Delhi riots has acquit-
ted three accused of all charges, 
including vandalism, assault 
and arson as the prosecution 
could not prove them "beyond 
reasonable doubts".

The court was hearing a case 
against Dinesh Yadav, Sandeep 
and Tinku, against whom an FIR 
was registered on the basis of 
five complaints.

According to the prosecution, 
the accused were part of a riot-
ous mob that went on the ram-
page on February 24, 2020 in and 
around the Johripur Ganga Vihar 
pulia near Bhagirathi Vihar.

"I find that charges levelled 
against the accused persons 
in this case are not proved be-
yond all reasonable doubts and 
they are entitled to benefit of 
doubt. Hence, the accused are 
acquitted of all the charges lev-
elled against them," Additional 
Sessions Judge Pulastya 
Pramachala said in a verdict 
pronounced on Tuesday.

The judge said it was 

"established" that the five inci-
dents that were reported were 
caused by an unlawful assem-
bly, which committed rioting, 
assault, vandalism and arson.

However, the court noted 
that only three prosecution 
witnesses, including constable 
Vipin, head constable Sanoj and 
auto driver Aaftab Alam, who 
was assaulted by the mob, had 

identified them.
The police officials, however, 

also mentioned the name of a 
fourth accused, a man called 
Sahil, as part of the mob, the 
court noted.

While the prosecution's case 
was against the trio, the two 
police personnel mentioned the 
names of four accused "either 
on account of some confusion or 

out of a pre-determined mind-
set," the court said.

It said both witnesses were 
initially examined about the in-
cidents of rioting that occurred 
on February 25, and when the 
prosecution realised its mistake, 
the duo was examined again.

The court said the head con-
stable did not identify the ac-
cused during his examination-
in-chief (the first examination 
after the witness has been sworn 
or affirmed), and he identified 
them only after the public pros-
ecutor, during the cross-exami-
nation, suggested that the three 
were part of the riotous mob.

"This identification does not 
inspire confidence. In these cir-
cumstances, I do not find it safe 
to rely upon their identification 
of the accused persons," the 
judge said.

Regarding the auto driver's 
testimony, the court noted his 
written complaint, according to 
which he could not identify the 
accused.

"But, after more than two 
years, he identified the accused 

persons and in his examina-
tion-in-chief, he stated that the 
accused persons had tried to 
snatch away his purse and mo-
bile phone, but they could not 
snatch it. However, when he 
was mercilessly beaten by the 
mob and he was not in a condi-
tion to protest, it is hard to ac-
cept that he was able to save his 
mobile phone and purse," the 
court said.

Thus, his testimony could not 
be relied upon for identifying 
the accused, the court said.

"Even if it is concluded that 
the mob, during the prevailing 
riot on February 24, 2020, was 
responsible for the incidents, 
it is hard to say that any of the 
accused persons were liable for 
those incidents as probed in this 
case," the court said.

The Gokalpuri police station 
had filed a charge sheet against 
the trio for various under penal 
sections of the IPC, including 
rioting, attempting to com-
mit culpable homicide, lurking 
house trespass, theft and unlaw-
ful assembly.

Tension In Manipur  
Hills Areas After May 4 
Video Of Two Women 
Paraded Naked Surfaces
Agenceis

Imphal: Tension mounted 
in the hills of Manipur af-
ter a May 4 video surfaced 
on Wednesday showing two 
women from one of the war-
ring communities being pa-
raded naked by a few men 
from the other side, officials 
said here on Wednesday.

The video was doing the 
rounds on the eve of a planned 
protest march announced by 
the Indigenous Tribal Leaders' 
Forum (ITLF) on Thursday to 
highlight their plight.

Police said a case of abduc-
tion, gangrape and murder has 
been registered at Nongpok 
Sekmai police station in 
Thoubal district against un-
known armed miscreants.

In a statement, they said an 
all-out effort is on to arrest the 
culprits at the earliest.

According to a spokesperson 
of ITLF, the "despicable scene, 
which happened on May 4 
in Kangpokpi district, shows 

men constantly molesting the 
helpless women, who cry and 
plead with their captors.

"The horrifying ordeal suf-
fered by these innocent women 
is amplified by the perpetra-
tors' decision to share the vid-
eo, which shows the identity of 
the victims, on social media."

While condemning the 
"sickening act", the spokes-
person in a statement de-
manded that the central and 
state governments, National 
Commission for Women and 
National Commission for 
Scheduled Tribes take cogni-
sance of the offence and bring 
the culprits before the law.

The Kuki-Zo tribals are plan-
ning to raise this issue as well 
during a proposed protest march 
in Churchandpur on Thursday.

Manipur state has been wit-
nessing ethnic clashes since 
May 3 between majority the 
Meiteis, concentrated in Imphal 
valley, and the Kukis, occupying 
the hills. Over 160 people have 
been killed in the violence so far.
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KASHMIR POWER DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION LTD. 
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER O&M DIVISION BIJBEHARA

Phone No.01932-234398, Fax-01932-234398. E-mail:-exenedbij@yahoo.in

SHORT TERM N.I.T
No:-EDB/39 of 2023-24 Date: - 19-07-2023

For and on behalf of the Lt. Governor of UT of Jammu & Kashmir, sealed tenders duly affixed with- Revenue Stamps worth Rs. 10/= are 
invited from registered Contractors.

S.No Description
Adv. Cost. (In 

Rs.)
Cost of Tender Document 

(In Rs.)
Position of 

Funds

1.
SITC of Plug n play, waterproof, decorative, amber LED 

rope light under Contingency work of SANJY 2023.
Rs. 13500/- Rs. 200.00 Demanded

Detailed tender document can be had from office of the undersigned on any working day up to 24-07-2023 against cost of tender 
document. The tenderer shall have to produce Renewed Registration Card, valid PAN, and GSTIN with clearance at the time of obtaining 
the detailed tender documents.
The tender document shall reach the office of Executive Engineer ED Bijbehara through registered post/speed post or by hand by or 
before 27-07-2023 up to 1:00 PM The tender document shall be opened on the last date of receipt of tenders or any other convenient 
date in presence of the tenderers who wish to be present.
Moreover, the award of contract shall be subject to conducive atmosphere for conducting of Yatra amid Covid Pandemic and shall be sub 
servient to further instructions of Govt.
No. EDB/TS/5297-5304  Sd/-
Date : 19-07-2023  Executive Engineer, 
 O&M Division Bijbehara

DIPK-NB-2093-23
DT: 19/07/2023

Government of Jammu and Kashmir

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (R&B) DIVISION PULWAMA
NOTICE INVITING e-TENDER

e-NIT No. Fresh- 87/EEP/RNB/ of  2023-24/5514-24     DATED:         19-07-2023.
Executive Engineer PW(R&B) Division Pulwama on behalf of Governor of UT of J&K , invites percentage rate basis bids in electronic tendering system for 
the following works including their maintenance for five years from the eligible and approved contractors registered with J&K UT Govt. CPWD, Railways 
and other State Governments.

S. 
No Name of Work

Adv. Cost (Rs in Lacs)
Cost of T/
Doc. (Rs. 
In Lacs)

Time of 
comple-

tion

Earnest 
Money  
(Rs in 
Lacs)

Administrative Approval No Class of 
Contractor

Major 
Head of 
Account

Construc-
tion Part

Maintenance 
Part

Total 
Cost.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.

Construction/ 
Upgradation of  
Hawal Kunjoo 
road including 
Uthmullah Drach. 
(balance work)

131.37 13.13 144.50 2600 1.5 Years
2% of 
Advt. 
cost 

CE(R&B)K-AA/125 
of 2021-22  Dated: 

29.09.2021and super-
intending Engineer R&B 
Circle Pul/Spn’s No. SE/

DB/1608.09 dat-
ed.15.07.2023

Aay /Aay 
with HMPO

NABARD 
(RIDF-XX-

VII)

M.H Account                    =      NABARD RIDX XXVII
Position of AAA = Accorded
Position of Funds = Available 
 The Bidding documents Consisting of qualifying information, eligibility criteria, specifications, Drawings, bill of quantities (B.O.Q), Set of terms and conditions of 
contract and other details can be seen/downloaded from the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in as per schedule of dates given below:-

1 Date of Issue of Tender Notice                 19 - 07-2023
2 Period of downloading of bidding documents              19- 07-2023 from 10.00 AM.
3 Bid submission Start Date             19- 07-2023from 10.00 AM.
4 Bid Submission End Date             11 - 08-2023 upto 4.00 PM.

5 Date & time of opening of Bids (Online) (Tech. Bids)  12- 08-2023 11:00 AM in the office of Executive 
Engineer PWD (R&B) Division Pulwama

6.
Within 3 days of receipt of LOA.  (The First lowest successful bidder has to provide 5% 
of  quoted cost as  Performance  Security  in the shape of CDR/FDR/BG and EMD of 
2% shall be released after receipt of 5% Performance Bid Security.

As per time specified in SBD.

1. Bids must be accompanied with cost of Tender document in shape of Treasury Challan in favour of Executive Engineer R&B Division Pulwama 
(tender inviting authority), EMD in favour of Superintending Engineer R&B Circle Pulwama Shopian in the shape of CDR/FDR/BG. The Bid 
performance Security  has to be submitted by the lowest bidder L1 (@5% of quoted cost) within the period as specified in SBD. (The Date of 
Treasury Challan and EMD should be between the date of start of bid and Bid Submission End date).

2. The date and time of opening of Bids shall be notified on Web Site www.jktenders.gov.in and conveyed to the bidders automatically through an 
e-mail message on their e-mail address. The bids of Responsive bidders shall be opened online on same Web Site in the Office of Superintending 
Engineer PWD (R&B) Circle, Pulwama/Shopian HQ: Pulwama(tender receiving authority).

All other terms and conditions shall be available in website www.jktenders.gov.in

Head Draftsman    Technical Officer Executive Engineer, 
 R&B Division PulwamaDIPK-5428-23

DT: 19/07/2023

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, 
ELECTRIC DIVISION- IST, SRINAGAR.

Email: xen.ed1st@gmail.com Tel No. 0194-2452079 Fax No.0194-2452079
e-TENDER ABBREVIATED NOTICE

e-NIT No. 035/EDI, dt:19.07.2023
For and on behalf of the Lieutenant Governor of Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir, Executive Engineer, Electric Division-1st, 
Srinagar invites online e-bids from registered A-Class Electrical Contractors/firms for as under:

S.No Particulars Estimated Cost (In 
Lacs)

1 Installation of LED streetlights on existing poles at various spots at 
Balhama-B. 2.01      

The complete tender document is available at website http://jktenders.gov.in. Interested bidder/tenderers may view, download 
the e-Bid document, seek clarification and submit their e-Bid online up to the date and time mentioned in the table below. Bid-
ding Documents contain Qualifying Criteria for Bidders, Specifications, Bill of Quantities, Terms and Conditions of Contract and 
other details.

i) Date and Time of downloading/ Sale (Start) of 
Tender Document 19.07.2023; 16:00 Hrs

ii) Date & Time of Download/ Sale (End) of Tender
Document 10.08.2023; 16:00 Hrs

iii) Date and time of bidding queries/clarifications 19.07.2023; 16:00 Hrs to 20.07.2023; 16:00 Hrs
iv) Date & Time of Bid Uploading (Start/End) 19.07.2023; 16:00 Hrs to 10.08.2023; 16:00 Hrs
v) Commercial/Technical Bid Opening Date & Time 11.08.2023 at 13:00 Hrs
vi) Financial Bid Opening Shall be declared later on for the technically qualified bidders
vii) Venue of Commercial/ Technical Bid Opening Electronically on J&K Government e-Procurement System website http://jktenders.gov.in
viii) Cost of e-Bid document Rs.200.00 (Rupees Two Hundred Only) (Non-refundable) [Treasury Receipt Only]
ix) Amount of Earnest Money Deposit Rs.4,000/= (Rupees Four Thousand Only)

DIPK-NB-2087-23 Sd/-
DT: 19/07/2023 Executive Engineer 
 Electric Division 1st, Srinagar

Gujjars Threaten Stir If 
Pahari Reservation Bill 
Not Rejected By Govt

Press Trust Of India

JAMMU: The All Reserved Cat-
egories Joint Action Committee 
(ARCJAC), an apex body repre-
senting tribal communities, has 
issued a stern warning that it 
will stage protests on the streets 
if a bill proposing reservation for 
Paharis is introduced in the up-
coming session of Parliament.

Speaking on behalf of the AR-
CJAC, advocate Anwar Choud-
hary expressed strong opposi-
tion to the bill, claiming that it 
is illegal and unconstitutional.

He contended that Paharis 
do not meet the criteria for 
Scheduled Tribe (ST) status 
and emphasised that the bill 
should not even be discussed 

but dropped entirely.
Another advocate, Moham-

mad Azam, raised the issue of 
population dynamics, assert-
ing that the Paharis have a larg-
er population than the Gujjars.

He warned the government 
that if the bill is pursued, the 
ruling BJP would face defeat 
in every Assembly seat in the 
Jammu region.

Advocate Mohammad Ayoub 
Choudhary sent a strong mes-
sage to the government, em-
phasising that the Gujjars and 
Bakerwals, the third-largest 
community in Jammu and 
Kashmir, would not allow their 
rights to be taken away and giv-
en to upper-caste individuals.

He warned that they have 

the potential to influence the 
electoral outcome in 60 As-
sembly seats and cautioned 
that controlling the situation 
would become difficult if peo-
ple took to the streets.

Union Home Minister Amit 
Shah said in October last year 
that Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi was in favour of reserva-
tion for Paharis and that the 
quota would be implemented 
in the near future.

"Justice Sharma has recom-
mended Scheduled Tribe sta-
tus for Paharis. Prime Minister 
Modi is going to implement the 
recommendation," Shah had 
said while addressing a mega 
rally in Jammu and Kashmir's 
Rajouri.

Parties Express Concern Over 
Attacks In South Kashmir

Govt Committed To Extend 
Support To Transgenders: Dr Mehta

Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Launches New 
Motor Insurance Offering ‘V-Pay’

Another Batch Of Pilgrims 
Leaves For Amarnath Shrine

Dir. Information, Employees Condole 
Demise Of Jahangir Ahmad’s Mother

Chandy's Name Will Be Written In 
Golden Letters In History: Dr Farooq

Press Trust Of India

SRINAGAR: Back-to-back at-
tacks in south Kashmir are a 
matter of concern and pose 
questions to the government's 
narrative that militancy has 
been eliminated from the val-
ley, National Conference (NC) 
MP Hasnain Masoodi said here 
on Wednesday.

"Our leadership has con-
demned these attacks. But at the 
same time, a narrative has been 
built about the security system 
and the government was very 
confident that every last diam-
eter of militancy has been oblit-
erated," Masoodi told PTI.

The member of Parliament 
from south Kashmir's Anant-
nag said the attacks have raised 
questions on the authorities' 
confidence over the security 
scenario in Kashmir.

"Then the question arises, 
why do you have three to four 
incidents within such a short 
span of time? Who is doing this? 
Therefore, it is a matter of con-
cern and it poses questions to 
the authorities that were very 
confident and convincing about 
the security system," he added.

Three back-to-back attacks 
were carried out by militants in 
south Kashmir's Shopian, An-
antnag and Pulwama districts 
over the last six days.

Three migrant labourers were 
injured on Thursday, when 
militants fired upon them in the 
Gagren area of Shopian.

On Tuesday evening, mili-
tants shot at and injured two 
migrant labourers in Anantnag. 
Hours later, two forest depart-
ment employees were shot at 
and injured in Pulwama.

Asked about the new nation-
al-level opposition alliance -- 
INDIA, of which the NC is a part 
-- Masoodi said the core motto 
is to protect the Constitution 
and the country.

"The laws and the values of 
the Constitution, which have 
been eroded by the party that 
is in the power, is the major 
reason for the formation of the 
new alliance. We, as part of the 
alliance, also contribute to the 
same ideology and propose to 
strive to strengthen and protect 

the institution of Constitution 
and uphold the constitutional 
values," he said.

The NC leader said his party 
"will be actively advocating the 
philosophy of the Constitution 
in this newly-formed alliance".

Setting the tone for their 
2024 Lok Sabha polls cam-
paign, 26 opposition parties on 
Tuesday formed a coalition -- 
Indian National Developmental 
Inclusive Alliance (INDIA) -- to 
unitedly take on the ruling BJP-
led NDA, with Congress leader 
Rahul Gandhi asserting that 
the fight will be "between IN-
DIA and Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi".

Asked if there were any for-
mal discussions over seat shar-
ing at the opposition meeting 
in Bengaluru, Masoodi said it 
is essentially an ideological 
coalition and not an electoral 
alliance.

"Our party is a small regional 
party, we do not contest elec-
tions in Haryana, Punjab or 
anywhere else in the country. 
Jammu and Kashmir is the only 
place where we contest elec-
tions. It should not be inter-
preted as an electoral alliance, 
it is essentially an ideologi-
cal alliance. We believe in the 
same values and they (the oth-
er parties in the coalition) also 
claim to believe in the same 
values," he added.

Senior Communist Party of 
India (Marxist) leader M Y Tari-
gami also condemned the mili-
tant attacks and questioned the 
claims of normalcy.

"The government claims that 
there is improvement in the 
security situation, but it is ex-
tremely unfortunate that the 
cycle of attacks on unarmed ci-
vilians, primarily labourers from 
Bihar, has started again," he said.

Tarigami appealed to people 
to raise their voice against such 
attacks.

"For how long will this 
bloodshed continue? Why 
are innocents being targeted? 
Whatever the political situa-
tion is, there is no justification 
for killing or attacking civilians 
and unarmed labourers. Not at 
all. This is barbaric to say the 
least," he said.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: Chief Secretary, 
Dr Arun Kumar Mehta on 
Wednesday held deliberations 
about the welfare of transgen-
ders of the UT so that they too 
become integral part of the 
society and get their share of 
rights and opportunities.

The meeting was attended 
by Additional Chief Secretary, 
Home; Principal Secretary, Fi-
nance; Commissioner Secre-
tary, Social Welfare; Secretary, 
Health; Representative of the 
transgender community be-
sides other concerned officers.

On the occasion the Chief 
Secretary gave a patient hear-
ing to the demands put forth 
by the representative of the 
community. He told them that 
the administration is commit-
ted to provide every possible  
assistance to the persons be-
longing to the community to 

enable them to become valu-
able member of  the society.

Dr Mehta directed the con-
cerned departments to sen-
sitize their staff towards the 
special needs of such persons 
so that they are able to avail 
all the services smoothly. He 
advised them to saturate the 
benefits under self employ-
ment, health and other ben-
efits among all the persons be-
longing to this third gender of 
the population.

He said that every will-
ing person of the community 
should be encouraged to come 
forward and avail the welfare 
measures. He asked them to 
frame a list of persons desirous 
of taking up different enter-
prises so that administration 
would help them to secure 
them in a hassle-free manner.

The Chief Secretary asked them 
to take part in the social and eco-
nomic programmes of govern-

ment. He asked them to partici-
pate in PRI activities as well.

It was given out during the 
meeting that the total popula-
tion of this gender in the UT is 
more than 4000 souls. It was 
said that the Ministry of Social 
Justice and Empowerment has 
formulated a scheme “SMILE 
- Support for Marginalized In-
dividuals for Livelihood and 
Enterprise”, which includes 
sub scheme -‘Comprehensive 
Rehabilitation for Welfare of 
Transgender Persons also.

The focus of the sub-scheme 
is on rehabilitation, provision of 
medical facilities and interven-
tion, counseling, education, skill 
development, economic link-
ages to the transgender persons.

Moreover the Skill develop-
ment training to the Transgen-
der beneficiaries is also being 
conducted through PM-DAKSH 
- a skill development scheme 
of the Ministry.

Press Trust Of India

JAMMU: Braving heavy rains, a fresh 
batch of over 4,900 pilgrims left the 
base camp here on Wednesday for 
the Amarnath shrine in south Kash-
mir Himalayas.

Jammu witnessed heavy 
rains since early morning.

While 2,566 pilgrims, headed 
for Pahalgam, left in a convoy 
of 107 vehicles for the valley, 
another convoy of 81 vehicles 
carrying 2,354 pilgrims left for 
the Baltal base camp.

With this, a total of 104,658 
pilgrims have left the Jammu 
base camp for the valley since 
June 30 when the first batch of 
devotees began the yatra.

The 62-day annual pilgrim-
age to the 3,888-metre-high 
shrine commenced from the 
twin tracks of Pahalgam in 
Anantnag district and Baltal in 
Ganderbal district on July 1.

Over 2.40 lakh devotees have 
paid obeisance so far.

The yatra is scheduled to 
conclude on August 31.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: Director Informa-
tion, J&K, Minga Sherpa has 
condoled sad demise of mother 
of Jehangir Ahmad, Junior As-
sistant, DIPR, who passed away 
after a brief illness.

In his condolence message, the 
Director Information expressed 
his deepest condolences with Je-
hangir and his family and prayed 

for peace to the departed soul.
Meanwhile, the employees 

of DIPR also condoled the sad 
demise of mother of Jehan-
gir Ahmad. The officers and 
employees of the department 
offered their deepest condo-
lences to the bereaved family 
and prayed for eternal peace to 
the departed soul and courage 
for the bereaved family to bear 
this irreparable loss.

SRINAGAR: National Confer-
ence president Farooq Abdul-
lah on Wednesday said former 
Kerala chief minister Oommen 
Chandy's name will be written 
in golden letters in history for 
the work he did for the state.

Chandy, a Congress stalwart, 
died at a private hospital in 
Bengaluru on Tuesday after 
prolonged illness. He was 79. 
He served as the chief minister 

of Kerala twice.
Speaking about Chandy, 

Abdullah told PTI, "The great 
thing about him was that he 
loved people and people loved 
him. He was a (public) represen-
tative for 45 years, he was also 
the chief minister of Kerala. His 
name will be written in golden 
letters (in history) for the work 
he has done for Kerala and the 
integrity of the country."

Observer News Service

PUNE:  Bajaj Allianz General In-
surance, one of the leading pri-
vate general insurers of India, 
Tuesday announced the launch 
of their new motor insurance 
offering called ‘V-Pay’. ‘V-Pay’ 
is a first-of-its-kind, one-stop 
solution that provides custom-
ers with an add-on that cov-
ers all their vehicle insurance 
needs instead of choosing from 
an array of fragmented covers, 
ensuring their vehicle is pro-
tected against all major risks.

V-Pay add-on cover offers 

the Elite plan, which has 22 
inbuilt features that provides 
a balanced solution for the 
insured’s vehicle, catering to 
both conventional risks as well 
as addressing emerging risks. 
Today in case of any minor 
damage or loss to vehicles, cus-
tomers need to immediately 
inform the insurance company 
of their claim. However, the 
Smart Repair feature of the V-
Pay add-on addresses this con-
cern, where the customer can 
report multiple minor paint 
chips and/or scratches anytime 
during the policy period. Me-

chanical and electrical break-
downs that are not a result of 
accidents, which are typically 
excluded from standard mo-
tor insurance policies, are cov-
ered by V-Pay. With the advent 
of connected cars and their 
reliance on advanced driver 
assistance systems, the Reca-
libration featureensures pro-
tection for the vehicle’s digital 
sense devices as well. In cur-
rent motor insurance policies, 
customers are bound to pay a 
compulsory deductible as per 
the standard terms and condi-
tions of the policies. However, 

V-Pay eliminates the need for 
deductibles during a claim 
with its Waiver of Deductible 
feature.

Moreover, if customers for-
get to declare additional acces-
sories or CNG fitments, their 
vehicles are still protected dur-
ing claims with coverage of up 
to 1% of the Insured Declared 
Value (IDV). Defence Cost is 
also covered in the Elite plan, 
which covers the fees of the 
Advocate defending or pro-
viding legal assistance to the 
customer for police and court 
proceedings.
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ISRO's First Human Spaceflight 
Programme Receives Major Boost 
With Chandrayaan-3 success

Agenceis

The historic launch of In-
dia's third Moon mission, 
Chandrayaan-3 on-board 

LVM3-M4 rocket has given a 
major fillip to the country's first 
human spaceflight programme 
as the same launch vehicle with 
'human rated' capability, would 
be used for the ambitious Gaga-
nyaan mission.

The Bengaluru-headquar-
tered Indian Space Research 
Organisation is busy working on 
its flagship project, Gaganyaan, 
which envisages the demon-
stration of human spaceflight 
capability by launching a crew 
of three members to an orbit 
of 400kms for 3 days and bring 
them back safely to earth, by 
landing in sea waters.

According to scientists at 

Satish Dhawan Space Centre, 
here, the 44.3 metre tall LVM3 
rocket which carried the Chan-
drayaan-3 on July 14, would be 
the launch vehicle with 'human 
rated' capability.

The heavy lift launcher of 
ISRO, consists of three stages—
solid stage, liquid stage and 
cryogenic stage. For the Gaga-
nyaan programme, LVM3 rock-
et is re-configured to meet the 
human rating requirements 
and has been christened as 
'Human Rated LVM3', ISRO 
said and it would be capable 
of launching the Orbital Mod-
ule to an Low Earth Orbit of 
400kms.

On Friday, the LVM3-rocket 
carrying Chandrayaan-space-
craft soared majestically and 
performed the operations as 
planned, officials said, indicat-

ing the reliability of the launch 
vehicle. LVM-3 is the heavy 
lift launch vehicle of ISRO for 
achieving a 4,000 kg spacecraft 
launching capability to the Geo-
synchronous Transfer Orbit.

The LVM3 rocket is a three-
stage launch vehicle consisting 
of two solid propellant S200 
strap-ons and core stages con-
sisting of L110 liquid stage, C25 
cryogenic stage.

ISRO Chairman S Somanath 
said the first abort mission for 
Gaganyaan would be conduct-
ed by the end of August. ISRO 
has planned to launch an un-
manned mission to orbit by the 
end of next year.

The test vehicle is currently 
ready here and the scientists are 
engaged in the assembly work 
of the crew module and crew 
escape system.

Understanding Time May 
Be The Key To The Race 
Against Climate Change
Press Trust of India

Something has to change. Pol-
iticians and environmental 
organisations have invested 

millions trying to influence peo-
ple's behaviour and tackle the 
climate crisis. But it's not work-
ing. No G20 country is on track to 
meet their climate goals.

So instead, researchers are 
turning their attention to the 
link between people's percep-
tion of time and the action 
they take on climate change.

One of the main areas re-
searchers are exploring is how 
people interpret the vast time 
scales needed to comprehend 
climate change. People represent 
their life experiences on a men-
tal timeline of past, present and 
future. But that timeline is not as 
straight as you might think. The 
nature of an event can influence 
how close or far into the past or 
future someone perceives it to be.

Traumatic past events can 
seem nearer in time, or more 
present, than neutral events. 
However, people seem to take 
the threat of negative events 
they anticipate in the distant fu-
ture less seriously and perceive 
them as less risky compared to 
events closer to the present.

It's happening in your back yard

People who have suffered 
directly from climate change 
through floods, fires and extreme 
heat, often perceive the climate 
crisis as part of their present. How-
ever, people whose lives are just 
beginning to be touched by climate 
change perceive the time distance 
to be large. The crisis is still in their 
future. This doesn't mean people 
won't act unless their homes are 
devastated by extreme weather. 
But now-focused communica-
tion strategies that are highly 
localised may encourage more 
people to act.

We should be tailoring adverts 
to show how climate change is 
affecting people in their city, 
their local beauty spots, and how 
this is happening right now.

Warping our sense of time

Clocks and calendars are sys-
tems to measure, record and 
manage time, which makes time 
seem like an objective concept. 
But research shows our experi-
ence of time is subjective, like 
our mental timeline.

For example, our sense of 
time changes as we age, often 
resulting in the sensation of 
time passing more quickly as 
we get older. Thoughts, feel-
ings and actions affect our ex-
perience of time too.

It typically passes quickly 
when we are busy, happy and 
engaged, and slowly when we 
are sad, bored and isolated. This 
means we may be more per-
ceptive to climate messaging 
depending on our mood and 
what's going on in our lives.

Our experience of time's ca-
dence varies too. Some of the 
main rhythms include linear 
(I'm only getting older), cyclic 
(it's Monday again), progressive 
(look how much I've learned) 
and degenerative (we're hur-
tling toward the end times).

Researchers are trying to un-
derstand whether apocalyptic 
talk sparks action or nihilism. 
It's worth considering whether 
people would be more engaged 
in climate action if we framed 
the present as the bottom of a 
cycle, that, with the right inter-
vention, can set humanity on a 
new upward swing, rather than 
a march toward Armageddon.

Context is everything

Culture also influences how 
people perceive time. Close 
your eyes and imagine a men-
tal timeline of past, present and 
future. Is the past on the left or 
the right?

If you grew up in a left-right 
reading and writing household, 
chances are the past is on the left 
and the future is on the right. If 
you grew up in a right-left read-
ing and writing household the 
past will be on the right and the 
future on the left.

CUET-UG Results  
Announced, 22,000 Candidates 
Score 100 Percentile
Agenceis

The National Testing Agency 
on Saturday declared the 
results for the Common Uni-

versity Entrance Test-Undergrad-
uate (CUET-UG), which showed 
that over 22,000 candidates 
scored 100 percentile.

The maximum top scorers were 
in English, followed by Biology and 
Economics.

Over 11.11 lakh candidates had 
appeared for the second edition of 
the entrance exam.

While 5,685 candidates scored 
100 percentile in English, 4,850 
candidates got a top score in Biol-
ogy/Biotechnology/Biochemistry, 
followed by 2,836 in Economics.

“The performance of every 
candidate has been evaluated us-
ing the equi-percentile method 
wherein normalised marks of each 
candidate have been calculated us-
ing the percentiles of each group 

of students in a given session 
across multiple days for the same 
subject,” said Sadhana Parashar, 
Senior Director, National Testing 
Agency (NTA).

“The role of the NTA is confined 
to the registration of candidates, 
conduct of the test, hosting of 
answer keys, inviting challenges, 
finalising answer keys, preparing 
and declaring results, and hosting 
scorecard.

“A merit list will be prepared 
by participating universities and 
organisations. The universities 
will decide about their individual 
counselling on the basis of the 
scorecard of CUET (UG) - 2023 
provided by NTA,” she added.

The CUET-UG is the second-
largest entrance exam in the 
country in terms of the number of 
applicants. In its first edition, 12.5 
lakh students had registered for 
the exam and 9.9 lakh had submit-
ted their applications.

Fishing Gear Plastic  
Found To Cause Most Of Coral 
Reef Plastic Pollution
Agenceis

Fishing gear plastic formed 
nearly three-quarters of the 
plastic debris documented 

through underwater visual sur-
veys of coral reefs across the In-
dian, Pacific, and Atlantic oceans, 
new research published in the 
journal Nature said.

Revealing the extent of plastic 
pollution on coral reefs, an inter-
national team of researchers from 
the California Academy of Sciences 
(US), University of Sao Paulo (Bra-
zil), University of Oxford (UK), and 
other collaborators found that de-
bris increased with depth and is 
correlated with proximity to ma-
rine protected areas.

The team conducted more than 
1,200 visual surveys across 84 shal-
low and mesophotic reef ecosystems 
located in 14 countries. Mesophotic, 
or 'twilight zone', coral reefs exist 
between 30 and 150 metres deep.

Of the total debris, 88 per cent 
was macroplastics larger than 

about five centimetres.
Human-derived debris was 

found in nearly all locations studied, 
including some of the planet's most 
remote and pristine coral reefs, such 
as those adjacent to uninhabited is-
lands in the central Pacific.

The lowest density of plastic 
pollution was seen in the Marshall 
Islands, a coral island group in east-
ern Micronesia (Oceania), while the 
highest was recorded at Comoros, 
an island chain off the southeast 
coast of Africa, at nearly 84,500 
items per square kilometre.

The study found coral reefs to 
be more contaminated by plastics 
than other marine ecosystems that 
were evaluated, and that the con-
tamination, increasing with depth, 
peaked in the mesophotic zone.

"It was surprising to find that 
debris increased with depth since 
deeper reefs in general are farther 
from sources of plastic pollution," 
said Luiz Rocha, Academy curator 
of ichthyology, and senior author 
on the study.

Asia Cup: India To Play 
Pakistan On Sep 2 & 10

Ashes: England Seamer Stuart 
Broad Takes 600th Test Wicket

SL vs Pak 1st Test: Pakistan Sense 
Victory Despite Top Order Wobble

District Srinagar Carrom 
Championship Concludes

District Srinagar Throwball 
Championship 2023 Ends

Night Football Lights Up 
Kashmir's Apple Town

Press Trust of India

MUMBAI: Colombo on Sep-
tember 10, as per scheduled 
released by Asian Cricket 
Council on Wednesday.

There is a chance of third 
Indo-Pak meeting in a space 
of 15 days if both teams qual-
ify for the final that will be 
held at the Premadasa Sta-
dium on September 17.

The six-team ODI tourna-
ment, which is a pre-cursor to 
the ICC World Cup will start 
on August 30 in Multan where 
hosts Pakistan takes on Nepal. 
The Asia Cup is being played in 
Hybrid Model as four matches 
will be held in Pakistan while 
nine other games including 
the final will be held in Sri 
Lanka's Kandy and Colombo.

While India, Pakistan and 
Nepal constitute group A, Af-
ghanistan, Sri Lanka and Ban-
gladesh are in group B.

The release shared by the 
Asian Cricket Council (ACC) 
president Jay Shah said Paki-
stan will remain A1 and India 
will remain A2 irrespective of 
their positions after the first 
round. If either of them does 
not qualify, Nepal will take 

their position.
Similarly, in Group B, Sri 

Lanka will remain B1 and 
Bangladesh will remain B2. 
If any of these teams do not 
make it to Super 4s, Afghani-
stan will take their position.

While Pakistan were origi-
nally scheduled to host this 
year's Asia Cup, the Indian 
cricket board's refusal to send 
a team across the border. 
Pakistan will thus host a total 
of four matches while the re-
maining nine matches will be 
played in Sri Lanka.

After facing their arch-rivals 
in the tournament-opener, 
the Rohit Sharma-led team 
will have a one-day break be-
fore they face Nepal on Sep-
tember 4 at Kandy.

Full schedule:

Group stage: August 30: 
Pakistan vs Nepal, Multan 
August 31: Bangladesh vs 
Sri Lanka, Kandy September 
2: India vs Pakistan, Kandy 
September 3: Bangladesh vs 
Afghanistan, Lahore Septem-
ber 4: India vs Nepal, Kandy 
September 5: Sri Lanka vs Af-
ghanistan, Lahore

Super 4s stage: September 
6: A1 vs B2, Lahore Septem-
ber 9: B1 vs B2, Colombo Sep-
tember 10: A1 vs A2, Colombo 
September 12: A2 vs B1, Co-
lombo September 14: A1 vs 
B1, Colombo September 15: 
A2 vs B2, Colombo September 
17: Final, Colombo.

Press Trust of India

MANCHESTER: England seamer Stu-
art Broad joined an elite club of Test 
bowlers by claiming his 600th wick-
et on Wednesday.

Broad started the fourth Ashes 
Test on 598 wickets and moved one 
closer by claiming Australia opener 
Usman Khawaja lbw for three in the 
fifth over of the morning session.

Shortly after tea, Broad had Travis 
Head caught by Joe Root to join only 
four other bowlers in the history of 
test cricket to reach the 600 land-
mark. Broad's England teammate 
James Anderson is third in the list 
with 688 wickets. Sri Lanka spin-
ner Muttiah Muralitharan tops the 

list with 800 wickets, followed by 
Australia great Shane Warne (708). 
Broad, whose best test figures are 
8-15, currently trails India's Anil 
Kumble (619). Australia was 189-5 
after Head's dismissal.

Agencies

GALLE: Pakistan remained on course 
for victory in the opening test against 
Sri Lanka despite a top-order wobble 
chasing a meagre victory target of 131 
at Galle on Wednesday. Babar Azam's 
side had been in charge after claiming 
a handy first-innings lead of 149 in the 
first match of the two-test series.

Their spin trio of Noman Ali (3-75), 
Abrar Ahmed (3-68) and Agha Salman 
(2-39) further consolidated their posi-
tion by bowling out Sri Lanka for 279 in 
their second innings. For the home side, 

Dhananjaya de Silva followed his first-
innings hundred with 82, Nishan Ma-
dushka made 52 and Ramesh Mendis 
contributed 42 before they were all out.

Pakistan finished day four on 48-3 and 
will need 83 runs when play resumes on 
Thursday to go 1-0 up in the series. Babar 
was batting on six with opener Imam-ul-
Haq on 25 at the other end.

Sri Lanka's left-arm spinner Prabath 
Jayasuriya dismissed Abdullah Shafique 
and Shan Masood and then ran out 
nightwatchman Noman Ali to at least 
prevent it from being a cakewalk for 
Pakistan.

Agencies

SOPORE: Sopore is witnessing 
buzzing sports activities during 
night drawing an impressive 
crowd to watch matches.

With floodlights illuminat-
ing the field, Khushal Sports 
Stadium has become an epi-
center for football enthusiasts 
in north Kashmir.

Locals said that Khushal 
Sports Stadium which was 
usually quiet during evenings 
is experiencing an electrifying 
atmosphere now.

The bright floodlights paint-
ed the stadium with a magical 
glow, creating the perfect set-
ting for an unforgettable show 
of talent, they said.

The tournament organizers, 

along with local football asso-
ciations, have planned the tour-
nament to ensure a seamless 
and exciting experience for all.

Enthusiastic cheers, ap-
plause, and friendly banter re-
verberate through the stadium 
as the players compete pas-
sionately under the shimmer-
ing floodlights during night.

“I can't believe we have a 
football tournament under the 
stars. The floodlights make it 
even cooler, and I'm so excited 
to cheer for my favorite team,” 
said football aficionado Sameer.

“The night football tourna-
ment has brought so much 
joy to our town. We love see-
ing everyone come together 
like this,” said Ayoob Ahmad, a 
shop owner. (KNO)

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The 2023-24 District 
Srinagar Carrom Championship 
concluded on Wednesday with 
Deputy Commissioner Srinagar 
Mohammad Aijaz Assad IAS dis-
tributing medals and certificates 
among the winners and runners up.

The championship was organ-
ised by Jammu & Kashmir Car-
rom Association in association 
with District Srinagar Carrom 
Association and in collaboration 
with Jammu & Kashmir Sports 
Council. More than 180 play-
ers participated from different 
schools, colleges and clubs from 
all over the Srinagar. The tour-
nament was played under the 
laws of carrom of International 
Carrom Federation, the champi-
onship was played in four differ-
ent categories Senior, Junior, Sub 
Junior and Cadets in both boys & 
girls, Men & Women Section.

Adil Rashid Shah President 
J&K Carrom Association in his 
welcome speech welcomed and 
thanked chief guest Mohammad 
Aijaz Assad IAS (Deputy Com-
missioner Srinagar), Mubashir 
Hassan Divisional Sports Officer 
Kashmir, Rauf Tramboo Former 
Member Jammu & Kashmir 
Sports Council, Mohmmad Iqbal 
Manager SKISC, Arif Sultan Vice 
President, Sheikh Saqib Joint Sec-
retary, Mudassir Khan General 
Secretary of the Jammu & Kash-
mir carrom Association, Dawar 
Rashid Organising Secretary, 
Abida Mairaj President  District 
Srinagar Carrom Association and 
other dignitaries present.

Adil Rashid Shah President in 
his brief speech informed that 

with the help of sports council & 
districts units of the association 
we are organising district level 
tournament in each & every dis-
trict of the Jammu & Kashmir, we 
with our affiliated district units 
of the association will be finish-
ing all the district activities be-
fore November, so that our team 
will be ready in time for national 
participations, in this regard 
other district Schools, Colleges, 
Institutes & players are advised 
to register themselves on email 
jkcarrom@gmail.com or contact 
9906767529.
IN CADET BOYS SECTION:

1st Place/ Gold:  Amaan Jee-
lani Foundation World School 

 
IN CADET GIRLS SECTION:

1st Place/ Gold: Haala Midha 
Caset High School

IN SUB JUNIOR BOYS SECTION:
1st Place/ Gold: Mohammad 

Tabeeb Burn Hall School

IN SUB JUNIOR GIRLS SECTION:
1st Place/ Gold : Zaynab Qazi 

Foundation World School 

IN JUNIOR BOYS SECTION:
1st Place/ Gold: Zaid Bin Ajaz 

SP Higher Secondary 

IN JUNIOR GIRLS SECTION:
1st Place/ Gold: Halifa Munib 

Foundation World School 

IN SENIOR MEN SECTION:
1st Place/ Gold: Furqan Nazir 

Khanyar, Srinagar 

IN SENIOR WOMEN SECTION:
1st Place/ Gold: Ridda Madd-

ni Qamarwari, Srinagar

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The two-day Dis-
trict Srinagar Throwball Cham-
pionship organised by District 
Srinagar Throwball Associa-
tion in collaboration with Govt. 
Girls Hr. Sec. School Khanyar 
Srinagar under the aegis of 
Jammu and Kashmir Throwball 
Association concluded here at 
GHSS Khanyar.

More than a hundred partici-
pants of different institutions, 
colleges and clubs under the 
age category of Sub-Junior, Ju-
nior and Senior Men/Women 
took part in the event.

Ms. Seema Jan (Vice Prin-

cipal, GHSS Khanyar) was the 
chief guest, Shazia Abbass 
(PEL) and Rouf Ahmad Khan 
(PEM) was among Guest of 
Honours on the occasion.

Oak Hill Educational Institute 
lifted the title in the boys and 
girls junior categories after de-
feating Kashmir Harvard Edu. 
Institute and CMP School while 
as Hussaini Sports Club lift both 
the title in senior categories. 

Meanwhile selection trials 
were conducted by the J&K 
Throwball Association for the 
forthcoming Junior National 
Throwball Championship 2023 
scheduled to be held at Erode 
Tamil Nadu.


